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CHAPTER I ,. 
INTRODUCTION-~ 
Pur.Jl.ose: The purpose of this study is. to present the history 
of Wilton, New Hampshire, in narrative form on the interest and 
vocabulary level of a fourth grade child. 
Justification: A considerable amount of time is spent in the 
fourth grade studying the history of the community •. The only 
official town history of Wilton was published in 1888 and was 
" written on an adult level. It .. is almost impossible for any 
young child to read it with interest or understanding •. A dis-
cussion with the fourth grade teacher pointed out the fact. that 
it would be very useful to both the children and the teacher if 
a town history were written so that the children themselves coul~ 
.> ~ 
read, enjoy, and understand it. The superintendent of schools 
shares this attitude and would also. like to see it done.. There-
fore, the justification of the problem is the obvious need for 
the material •. 
Scope: This history will cover the period from the first known 
discovery of Wilton in 17B8 to the present year 1956 •. The scope 
of time will b.e much greater than that . of detail.. All details 
which did not seem to be absolutely neces~ary for children to 
know have been eliminated •. The main factor controlling the 
content is the amount of material the average nine or ten year 
old child can successfully absorb •. 
-1-
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Procedure: The procedures fall into three categories:· research 
interviews, .. and the compilation of. materials •. 
Books, magazines~and various papers were. acquired for use 
i 
through the local library and some individuals. Gbpies of the 
local newspaper, the Milford Cabinet,. from 1891-1956,. provided 
an abundant supply·of interesting material •. The official town 
history,, covering the years 1738-1888, proved to· be invaluable •. 
Much of the information relating to~town department growth and 
expenditures, such as the fire department, library and roads,. 
came from the annual town reports, 1846-1956,. individual de-
partment records and the town clerk's records •. 
People connected with local institutions, departments, and 
businesses were interviewed •. There has been a 70 year lapse 
since the writing of the official town history; therefore, many 
older citizens were interviewed in regard to the growth and 
developments they have ~een and personal experiences they have 
had •. This is of extreme value in any New England town •. 
Compiling the different materials on a fourth grade level 
was the last step •. The vocabulary was- controlled by using 
the Scott,. Foresman Combined Primary Word List •. The interest:. 
and understanding was controlled by having fourth graders listen 
and react to it •. After revisions it was read to the .. children 
in a different. fourth gr:ade •. A-'·. total of 130 children in 4-
fourth grades participated in this procedure before the final 
· draft .. was completed.. Their observations and reactions were 
most helpful in determining the grade level of the material •. 
======~F=============;===========================================*==~~==--
I ii 
•' ,.
I summary: One of the purposes of studying local history is to 
stimulate the child's interest in and attitude toward his com-
j munity •.. If the child has mater.ial which he can read and which 
is written with his interest_ and enjoyment in mind, this can 
This is not meant: to be an all-inclusive study •. It. is, 
therefore., inevitable that:. some businesses, institutions, and 
individuals will be omitt'.ed •. The writer realizes. this and 
personally regrets it but:there is a definite limit to the 
amount of detail that~can be absorbed by a child at~ this age 
lev.el •. There is a history planned at the present time on a 
town level that:. should be much more comprehensive in scope and 
·detail •. 
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CHAPTER II 
EARLY JVILTON·· 
The Wilton that you·.boys and girls know was, settled over 
200 years ago •. It .was Jacob Putnam who, in 1738, first followe 
the banks of the winding, twisting $ouhegan River •. He had come 
from Salem, Massachusetts, looking for a new place to live •. 
As he passed through Pine Valley he must have seen the 
great tall pine trees which were there at: that. time.. He pro.:e-
ably thought,,"':eb.ose trees will make wonderful houses, churches 
and schools. 1! Then he saw the deer in the forest, and the salmo 
in the river, and he was sure he had found the right place •. 
He returned home and the very next year, 1739., came back 
w-ith his brother Ephraim,. J'bbn D.ale, and Jobn Badger.. They 
came alone at. first::. but later in the year, when the log cabin 
homes were built, their families joined them •. 
Just:. imagine that:.first"winter •. A.: small log cabin home 
with just . a fireplace.: for heat... OJ.ay and dried mud f'illed the 
cracks between the logs •. The weather was. fierce, with sweep~ 
ing icy winds and_deep drifting snows •. Hungry wolves howled 
oU'tside because they had. caught the scent of' the peop]..e inside •. 
There waa very little traveling between the log cabins because 
of the weather and wild animals •. If' they had to go to someone 
else's cabin, they could only go on snowshoes because the snow 
was so deep and there were no plowed roads; not even any roads 
-4-
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Picture 3 •. Farm of Jacob PUtnam 
BUilt. in 1781 
Picture 4 •. Home of Jonathan Livermore 
Built before 1775 
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to plow at, that time. . The only books they had to read were the ii 
Bible and almanac •. How much ~easure could a man,, his wife, 
and their three or four children get out of living like this? 
Not very much probably, but they were pioneers and pioneers 
don't giv.e up very easily.. They stayed.. When spring came they 
began to build better,, stronger homes and to grow: more food for 
the winters and years; ahead •. 
Settling the Land 
Wilton was called Salem•Canada until 1749 •. At that time 
more land was added and the name changed to "Number Two. !1 ·· It. 
kept this name until 1762 •. nNtimber Twon 'became Wilton on June 2 , 
1762, by order of the Governor of' the State of New Hampshire •. 
Wilton was named for a town in the county of Wiltshire, England. 
The town was now five miles long and five miles wide. . I~ 
I was divided into 46 parts,, called shares.. Two shares were 
' l! 
saved so that mills could be built on them •. One share went to 
the first minister and one was for a church •. The schools were 
given one share. 
In order to be able to keep their land, the settlers had t 
do the following things: 
1. Within 3 years e~ch @hare should have a family settled •. 
2 •. Have a house built on each share that .. was 18 feet long, 
18 feet wide, and at least seven feet high •. 
3 •. Have six acres of land being used as garden land •. 
4 •. Build roads in the town. 
5q .Get a minister and build a church •. 
6 •. Save the tall white pine trees for the British navy •. 
They would not have to do these things if there was an Indian 
war •. Since there were no Indian wars in Wilton~ these things 
wer.e all done and our to~ started to grow quite fast •. 
Would you like to know how quickly Wilton grew? In 1739 
there were two families here, in 1755---70 people~. in 1763--
240 people, in 1775--623 people, and in· 1786 we had over a 
thousand people. 
However, Wilton still had more land troubles to settle. 
When land was measured in early times, the lines were not 
marked very carefully •. ~-stone, tree or piece of iron often 
marked the corners of a tawn•s land •. Sometimes,. because of 
this,, between the side of one town's land and the. side of the 
town next to it there would be a piece of land belonging to. 
neither townq. This happened between Wilton and Peterborough 
and this 11 slip" of land was called Peterborough Slip or Sliptown 
The people of Sliptown wanted to become a real, full-sized 
town •. They asked the Governor of New Hampshire for the part of 
Wilton right next to them so that.they would then have enough 
land to become a whol·e town and not just. a "Sliptown. 11 In· 1765 
they were given a piece of Wilton's land, half a mile wide and 
half a mile long •. This land was. added to Peterborough Slip and 
the new toWn was known as Temple •. Wilton was then, as it is now 
a town five miles long by four and a half miles wide •. 
n 
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Indians 
As far as we know, no Indians ever made their homes in 
Wilton •. They did not live here because there are no big lakes 
or rivers in'the town and they had to have these for food and 
water •. Also, if they lived here,. their homes would have been on 
our rock-covered hills and fields._ So they only came here to 
hunt. . They traveled through here a grea-t;_-, deal but never stopped 
ery long •. 
The Pawtuckets,. Pennacooks,, and Souhegans were the Indians 
who came here the most •. You prob-ably can see right aw&y that_, th 
Souhegans are the Indians who have the same name as our river •. 
we· are not sure. if the river was named by the Indians or f'or the 
Indians •. The name Souhegan might have come from one of two 
Indian words •. One was s:usheke, which means a plain, so the 
name Souhegan: might .mean, 11River of the Plains.!' It might have 
been named this because it runs through the low: flat part of 
town •. Another word was souheganoe, which means crooked,, so the 
ame Souhegan might mean, 11 Crooked River.'! It .might have been 
amed this because it has many twists and turns (you know how· 
nd.ing the river is up at the uHorseshoe," where you· go swim-
The settlers of Wilton did not have to worry about the 
Indians attacking them all the time •. In nearby towns there w.as 
uch fighting •. The Indians would wait until the settler went ou 
o his field in the morning •. This way he would be alone·. and 
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would hav.e no one to help him •. Sometimes they would wait until 
night and attack some lonely place where tnere were only two or 
three families •. They would shout their terrible war-whoops~ and 
shoot arrows and bullets into the cabins •. Finally they would 
set fire to them.and wait for the settlers to come out •. The 
men would be tomahawked and :scalped and the women and children 
would be carried off to their camps where they would be tortured 
first, . then scalped •. We were lucky not to have had any cruel 
attacks like this in· Wilton •. 
There were times, however, when the settlers were afraid 
they were going to be attacked •. To protect,themselves and their 
families they built a fort or garrison •. This was a log cabin 
much bigger and stronger than a house •. If they were in fear of 
an Indian attack, all the people in town would .go to the garri-
son and stay there until the danger was over •. There were 
garrisons in1 Lyndeborough and Milford and Wilton people used to 
go there to be protected •. 
At one time the people of Salem-Canada were afraid of an 
Indian att'ack and they wrote a letter to the Governor of New· 
Hampshire. They asked for soldiers (spelled souldiers in those 
days) to be sent here •. This letter was never answered •. Prob-
ably the Governor was so busy sending soldiers to other partB 
of the state that he didn't .. have any left to send to the few 
settlers of Salem-Canada •. Anyway, the· attack never came, so 
the soldiers were not needed. 
During these years of Indian wars, there was a road 
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through Wilton that soldiers and pack horses used to use •. It, 
went all the way to Portsmouth •. This is as close as the Indian 
wars ever came to Wilton--just to have soldiers pass through our 
town on their way to fight •. 
You know the road that goes from Wilton to Lyndeborough,. 
the one we call Forest Street? Before this was ever a road, 
even b.efore it was used by the settlers,. the Indians used i't as 
a trail •. 
You all have heard of the words Souhegan, Nashua, and 
Merrimack •. These are Indian words and are the names of rivers 
and towns •. We will always remember the Indians because of the 
things that~are named for them •. 
We Start.To·Grow 
Early W.ilton~ started to grow very fast after there were no: 
more rears or the Indians •. The first:.. log church was built by· 
1752 •. After using it for some years the people saw that .. it 
wasn't .big enough •. In these early days the church was also .. 
used as a town hall. All the town~ meetings were held there,, as 
well as church services, so they:called the bu.ilding the meeting 
house •. The town's ammunition· was also stored there •. You can 
see that the meetinghouse was really used a great,deal by the 
town •. The new one w.as- built in 1773 and was marked by a terri-
ble accident. . It was a sad day for Wilton.. This is the story-
just as it happened •. 
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Picture 5 •. Forest Street. 
Bfcture 6 •. Meetinghouse, 1774-1859 
'I 
The Meetinghouse Accident .• of 17U 
It~ was a beautiful morning in September •. The leaves and 
flowers of the late summer were in full color •. People had come 
from many different. places to~ watch the raising of the meeting-
house •. Men from other towns were here with their families •. 
Neighbors from other towns always helped to put up a big build-
ing like this one.. Lyndeborough sent at least 15:: men~.. Temple 
sent six;;.. Everyone wa.s happy_•. They all had a kind of 11 party 
feeling.'! ' The w.omen were busy·· telling all their news and the 
children· were playlng their games •. 
Part~ of the frame was up:; but the part that:, was to be the 
highest . point in the building was going to be raised tod.ay.. One 
man,. a <raptain· Bl:"adford, noticed that: the middle beam, the one 
going right through the middle of the church from one end to the 
other,. did not have a~. very st:rong post under it, holding it up •. 
He climbed the ladder to the roof and told the man who·was in 
charge: about the weak post ... The man only laughed at~. him and tol 
him that if he was afraid, . he could go home,.· that:. the other men 
would finish it •. 
Captain· Bradford climbed down the ladder, walked away from 
the bui~ding, and started for home •. He looked back and saw over 
50 men all out on that middle beam •. All of a sudden, as he 
watched, . he saw. the beam start. to shake and tremble.. The wooden 
frame seemed to rock from side to side •. With no more warn·in-g 
han' that, the whole building, with all the men and their t,oo}s.~. 
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fell to thrtl sround with a.:roaring crash •. The noise of the crash 
was so loud that it was heard over a mile away •. 
For just a moment,. everything was quiet., Then the cries 
and screams of those who were hurt.filled the air •. Of the 53 
'$en' who fell,. five were killed and the re:st. were hurt •. 
ll 
This was. a: terrible thing to happen to a town of less than 
500 people •. Just about every family: in town had someone who was 
hurt in this accident •. 
The towns all came back the next . ye_a:r, 1774, and finished 
the meetinghouse •. In 1804 a lightning-bolt. almost .. tore it 
apart •. It lasted until 1859, at which time it was destroyed by 
fire •. 
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CHAP'.PER III 
LIFE IN EARLY TIMES 
Life in early. Wilton was very different from life in the 
Wilton that you know today •. The people had to do much of their 
work together. . Only by neighbors helping each other did the 
work get done. . There was no· way to shorten. the work. . There 
were no machines to do it •. There were no stores in which to 
buy things that·, were already made. . When· the work was done to-
gether, no one did it for pay;. They did it because they were 
all friends and neighbors •. 
There are no people left who were living during those early 
days •. Many of us have almost .. forgotten about them •. Let us 
talk about how people lived and worked in\ early. Wilton. 
Sunday of Early.Times 
All the work of the week stopped on Saturday :p.ight. Right 
after supper the father read from the Btble and following this 
the family went to bed •. 
Up early Sunday morning was the rule •. The whole day was 
very quiet--no laughing and no playing. . After a ~ble reading 
and breakfast, all but tne very youngest went to church either 
on horseback or on foot •. Church lasted a: long time on Sunday, 
until about 4 o-'clock in the afternoon •. There we.re many times 
when it was dark before they got home •. After supper there was 
-13-
more Bible reading and then' o:f:f to:bed •. No work was done except 
that which had to be done •. Even the Breakfast and supper dishes 
were left, , to be washed on Monday •. 
I:f anyone missed church :for three or :four Sundays, the 
tithing-man would pay him a visit. . It . was the job o:f the 
tithing-man-to make sure all the people in town went to church 
every Sunday •. Sunday was a very important day in early Wilton •. 
crorn Husking __ 
This was always lots of :fun.~- Late in the fall the corn 
would be brought _to the farmer' a barn'.. Just:, imagine how big a. 
pile that . must .have made •. 
Seats were put all along one side of the barn and everyone 
came to help--young girls_and boys, mothers and :fathers, even 
grandmothers and grandfathers •. They all brought lanterns and 
hung them on pitch:forks for light •. Everyone worked, sang songs, 
told stories, and had a wonderful time •. In one night, all the 
neighbors did a job that.would have taken one farmer many days 
to do •. 
Everyone used to look for the red ears •. There were always 
some hidden in the big pile •. Those who found the red ear-s won 
a: .. prize. . Ask your mother or :father or grandmother or grand--
father about the prize :for finding a red or colored ear_ at a 
corn husking •• 
Ai'ter the work came a tasty feast of baked beans, brown 
bread,. doughnuts, -pies,. and cider •. 
========~================~==========================================~=====----
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What do you think--would you like to go to a corn husking? 
Making Candles 
Except for sunlight, the only light in the very early days 
came from candles •. Since there were no stores where they could 
be bought,. every family had to make their own •. 
They:used to hang strings f'rom a. stick tied between two 
chairs •. By dipping the strings into a kett~e of melted wa.x.the 
J 
wax-would stick to the strings •. After they had taken it out to 
let it cool they would dip it in again •. You can· see that each 
I 
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time it _.c~e out there would be more. and more wax. on the string . 
It.,took quite a while to make the candles big enough to use •. 
Later on they used candle-molds •. These were made out of 
tin· and were the same shape as.- candles only empty inside.. By 
putting a string in first·and then filling the molh with melted 
wq, they were able to make candles much faster.: 
Chopping~ 
Can you imagine how much work it was for the early pioneer 
to cut their trees? They had no power saws,, no tractors, bull-
dozers, trucks or machines of any kind •. The trees had to be 
chopped by hand •. However, they did have a way of chG.pping that. 
was faster than one tree at a time •. 
Along the outside edge of a woodlot they would cut some 
trees almost all the way through. . By cutting several rowa like 
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this, there were quite a few trees ready to fall over with just 
a push •. When these were started, one would fall against another 
and so on until all the trees in the lot crashed to the ground •. 
They were left here for a while to dry out •. 
With such a big pile of trees on the ground, the next thing 
was to take all the branches off •. Instead of chopping them all 
off, they simply set fire to them and let them burn of'f' •. Just 
think of the huge fire it must have made •. 
Only the outside burned on the real big trees •. The men 
and boys of the village then chopped the trees into shorter 
pieces and piled them up •. 
Even though this way of cutting trees was faster, it was 
more dangerous, too •. If men were in the woodlot and the out-
side trees fell too soon, these men could have been hurt or 
even killed •. A strong wind or chopping too farinto the trees 
could also make them fall. They had to be very careful •. 
Thanksgiving 
This was the biggest feast of the year and much time was 
spent getting ready for it. Christmas was not very important 
then and was remembered by only very few people •. Thanksgiving 
meant the end of a long summer's work in the gardens and fields 
There were great .stacks of pies; pigs, geese, and chickens 
made ready for the ovens; and, vegetables to cook •. It took a 
week just to get the food ready •. 
Tha~sgiving Day was a day of much excitement. After goin 
'L 
to church, the family went home for the meal •. The roaring fire 
in the fireplace, the food on the table, and all the happy peopl 
meant a wonderful day for the whole family. 
The Minister's Firewood 
The minister was avery important and busy man in early 
Wilton •. Because he spent so much time carrying on the work of 
the church, the men of the town used to help him with his hard 
work. 
Once every year, around Christmas, came the time to get in 
the minister's wood •. All the farmers and their sons turned out 
to help •. They chopped down the trees, put the wood on big sleds 
pulled by horses, and then piled it outside his house •. This 
kept up all day long until finally they had a great big pile--
enough to last him all year. 
While the men were working, the women were busy cooking 
lots of food. When night came the work was done and the hungry 
men came back to the minister's house •. A big feast was held 
and this was fun for everybody •. Following this they all went 
home •. 
Box. Lunches 
Boys and girls of all ages looked forward to box lunch 
parties. Each girl would make a lunch for two and bring it to 
the party •. At lunchtime the boys would offer money for each 
========~===================================================================#========-
lunch as it came up anO. the boy who offered the most money would 
get the lunch~-and the girl who made it. They would eat the 
lunch together. Can you imagine what happened when two or more 
,, 
boys wanted one lunch? Of course the boys were not supposed to 
know whose lunches they were getting until after they were paid 
for. Sometimes they were foc:illed and bought a lunch belonging 
to the wrong ~irl. The real prize was if the girl would let the 
boy walk home with her after the party was over •. 
There was always a box lunch party held on town meeting 
day, followed by a square dance •. This was a Pro'iZ'e for coming 
to the town meeting in the morning.. . Many young people came just 
for the good time that .was had in the a~ternoon and evening •. 
• " "'!>. 
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Picnics 
A'favorite in early Wilton was the family picnic •. Everyon 
could take part in it and enjoy it •. One of the nicer spots was· 
~Barnes Falls, now called Garwin Falls.- These falls are-so 
beautiful that the· Ind~ans .called them· uDancing Waters.~1 " 
' 
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Sunday schools, church and high school groups, town visito s, 
and many Wilton families used to ~old picnics there quite often. 
After lunch they would go swimming, fishing, walking in the 
woods.,:. playing ball or other games.~ Beautiful groves o-f pine 
trees, .colorful flowers and birds, gentle water falling and 
splashing over the wet rocks, and the brook and rainbow trout 
swimming in the qui~t.pool at the pottom of the falls were 
things all could enjoy •. Picnics are still held at Garwin Falls 
====!!==~============================ll==-=----
but not as much as-before because today automobiles take people 
to places much farther away •. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE GROWTH OF OUR TOWN 
I 
The real growth of any town is shown by how soon they start I 
to plan for such things as the post office,: fire department, 
library, roads and bridges, and town buildings •. These are some 
of the things a town must have to live and grow•. 
During the first 50 years the people of Wilton had to do· 
such things_ a-s. build their homes, their meeting house, grow the 
food they needed to eat, watch out for the Indians,, build their 
stone walls for fences, and start their schools •. After these 
were ·done they started on some of these other things •. 
Post, Office 
Just 50 years after the discovery of Wilton, around 1788, 
the town had its first mail route •. This was a pony express 
rider •. He had a mailpouch for the letters and two saddle-~ags 
for the newspapers and packages •. The first route went from 
Keene to Portsmouth and the rider passea through Wilton on 
Sunday and came back on Thursday •. You can see that it took a 
long time for a letter. to go any distance at. all. Although 
there were no Indians to worry about, the trails were in poor 
shape •. There.was always the danger that the horse might step 
into a hole in the .t,ra.il and throw t.he rider off,. hurting him.. I 
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It was just_. about this time that., a post_ office was star_ted I 
in Amherst •. Mail for Wilton people used to be left there and 
the pony express rider would pick it up •. This mail route went 
all the way around Lyndeboro,.without stopping there •. If those 
people wanted to send or get mail they had to come to Wilton 
to meet the pbny express rider •. 
The ~ail was carried this way for almost 30 years., In 1816 
a post office was started in Wilton. At the same time a stage-
coach pulled by two horses took the place of the pony express 
rider and his horse •. At first the stagecoa.:ch made t:wo trips a 
week, but later there was a, trip every day •. In 1828 the four 
horse coach took the place:of the two horse one •. 
Would you like to know how much it cost to send a letter 
then? For a single piece of paper, if it went under 40 miles, 
it cost 8 cents,, 90 miles--10 cents, 300 miles--17 cents, 500 
miles-~20 cents,. and over 500 miles--25 cents •. If the letter 
had two pieces of paper_instead of one,, the cost was twice as 
much; three pieces meant.three times as-much, and so on •. Today 
you can send a letter all the way across the United States, 
over 3000 miles, for only 3 cents •. 
When the railroad came to Wilton in 1852, the end of the 
stagecoach as a mail carrier was in sight •. The railroad was 
faster, cost less money, and made more trips •. In 1874 the 
stagecoach made its last trip-to Greenfields It was then sold 
to the railroad company, and the stagecoach line was finished •. 
Trains made the trips after that. 
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Picture ?.-Greenfield Stage 
Picking up the Mail 
Picture 8 •. Mail Carriers 
Around 1900 
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Even though the stagecoach w~s slower 
train, it was really quite safe •. Very few 
happened to them •. There is one, howev.er,, that is worth telling 
here., Water had run over the road during the night, not far 
from the station,, and had frozen •. One of the horse_s slipped 
on the ice and the coach tipped over, falling off the road onto 
the river ice •. The driver and the passengers were not hurt too 
badly,. but one horse and the coach were •. It cost the town over 
one hundred dollars for this accident •. 
During the winter months the post office was a favorite 
place because it was usually warm •. It. was atways opened at noon 
on-Sunday •. Since the churches were unheated, the men and women 
used to go into the post office after the morning service to 
get warm •. Then they would go back for the afternoon service. 
Rural free delivery was started in Wilton on December 1, 
1900. This meant that the post office would see that the mail 
was brought to those people who lived outside the village •. 
Wilton now has two rural carriers •. Perhaps some of you boys 
and girls live on an R •. F •. D •. route •. The mailman brings your 
mail right to your mail box. , 
The first rural mail carriers used a horse and sleigh •. 
During the 1920' s they tried out a new kind of machine. . 'It had 
skis on the front instead of wheels and looked like part bob-
sled, part bulldozer, and part Model T Ford •. There was a woode 
I 
box on the back for carrying mail and packages so it would not j 
I get wet on stormy days •. This strange-looking machine was calle~~ T - --- ~=~~~TL~---
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Picture 9. Snowmobile 
Picture lO •. Team of Oxen 
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a snowmobile •. It was a good name for it •. Today automobiles are 
used and the roads are kept well plowed so that.the mailman 
will be able to get through •. 
The past 50 years have seen many changes in the post office 
Mail is taken to and from the post office by automobiles. and 
buses •. It used to come in by train until the bad flood of 1936 
washed away bridges and tracks. Wilton started to use buses 
at that_ time and have done so ever since •. Our post.~ office has 
a. car that .goes to Nashua, meets the train,. and then brings the 
mail to Wilton •. Just think of this and then think of the pony 
express rider •. In his day, it took five days for a letter to 
go to Portsmouth and back (that can be done in a car now in 
five hours)~- Today,; a letter can go from Wilton to California 
in less than five days •. That is all tha way across the country. 
Roads 
In the days of the early settlers, footpaths from house to 
house and trails through the woods marked by trees with axe 
marks were all that were needed.- All the travel was either on 
foot or horseback •. The roads ran over hills mostly •. The house 
were built_ on hills as protection against_ Indians and floods •. 
When wagons and carriages started to be used, the people 
knew that, roads had to be built •. The first roads, except for 
trails and wheelmarks,.were made of logs.- These were very rou 
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build the roads,. used different materials, and made them much 
better to last longer •. 
Many of the roads we know were first built between 1825: and 
1852 •. Forest Street (the Lyndeboro road), Peterboro road, 
Milford road, Intervale road, and other town roads were built 
at. this time •. Other roads we:re made smoother •. Some roads that. 
went went over the hills were changed so as to run th:rough the 
low: flat part of town •. This was partly because the stagecoaches 
could not go over the steep hills and had to have easier ~ravel-­
ing •. Did you ever stop to.think of how many Wilton 'roads follow· 
along the rivers? 
Some of the old stagecoach routes are now main roads throu 
Wilton to other towns •. 
Taking care of these old roads was. a big job •. They were 
muddy in the spring and covered with snow in the winter.. Not 
much could be done about the mud except to fill in the road with 
more dirt and sand and wait for it to dry out •. The snow was the 
biggest task of all •. 
During the 1800's the roads used to be cleared of snow by 
ox~ teams •. Farmers from the most distant parts of town would 
hitch up a plow.· to their team o:.f oxen •. The plow was very muoh 
like the one they used to tUrn over their garden land •. They 
would start early in the morning and head for the center of town . 
Their neighbors would join them with their own ox teams as they 
went by •. All the farmers and their teams of oxen would meet at. 
the store in the center of town. Until about 1860 this was 
,, 
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usually at the uBrick Storen ·in Wilton Center •. Quite often 50 
to· 60 teams (yoke) of oxen could be seen at the store by mid-
morning. , This was called ubreaking out the roads •. 11 Here again 
is an example of how the people worked together •. One man or ox 
team could not have done it all. However, by doing it this way 
it was all done in a few hours •. 
Later on sleighs started to be used a great deal •. They 
needed snow on the ground in the winter, and it had to be packed 
hard •. The sleigh's runners would go smoothly over this •. It 
meant that the snow could not be moved away from the roads but 
had to be rolled down •. To do this the town bought some snow 
rollers •. These were big round wooden rollers pulled by six 
horses or three yoke of oxen •. The man who drove it sat. on top· 
of the roller •. He would drive over freshly fallen snow and 
pack it down •. You can see. how deep this hard packed snow must~ 
have been by spring. Many of the old timers say it was at least 
a foot deep,,packed just like ice •. In the spring it had to be 
chopped away by big ice picks in order to move it •. 
On March 8~ 1888, there was a blizz-ard that will always liv 
in the minds of those who were here at., the time •. It is called 
the "Blizzard of • 88. 1! A blizzard means heavy snow with high 
winds •. The wind blows the snow as it is falling and piles up 
huge drifts everywhere •. A train headed for Wilton in the after-
noon was stopped at Jones Crossing because of the drifting 
snow •. It had to stay there all night and did not get to Wilton 
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Picture 11.-Snow Roller 
Pulled by Horses 
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Picture 12. Snow Roller 
Pulled by Oxen 
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snow fell in this one storm. One man was supposed to have 
from Lyndeborough to Wilton that day by shoveling his own path 
all the way down. . Just .think of the job the snow rollers had 
after this storm •. They went right over places where the snow 
had drifted eight to: 12 feet. deep.. The blizzard of '88 w.as one 
of the worst.snowstorms Wilton has ever seen •. 
Wilton had one farmer who used his own team of horses to 
pull the snow:roller •. He was supposed to be able to turn the 
roller around in the road without going off the road •. Remember 
that the roller itself was about 10 or 12 feet wide and that 
six~ horses were out in front •. This showed a. great deal of skill 
by_ a. man who certainly had a well trained team of horses •. 
During the 1920's William G •. Abbott, Jr., made a snow plow 
to go on the front of a truck •. This was probably. the.first 
plow ever made in the state of New Hampshire •. It was used at 
first just .. to plow out .. around the. Hillsborough Mills.. In order 
to get.all their workers here for 7 o'clock in the morning they 
I 
\ 
started plowing out the road to Milford. One day Mr •. Abbott was! 
. . 
asked to go to Concord, our state capital, and to bring his 
truck and snow plow with him •. When he arrived there he found 
many people waiting for him.. Senators and representatives, who 
were meeting at.the time, people from Concord and other parts of 
the state were lined up on the sidewalk the whole length of the 
main street •. He drove up and do~ the main street showing them 
what a snow plow was and how it worked •. This Wilton man's plow 
was probably the first .. snow plow they had ever seen. 
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We call this kind of man an inventor •. Ah inventor makes 
new things to do useful jobs. 
Mr •. Abbott .could see that. after several storms the snow waa 
piled very high on the side of the road. In order to plow more 
snow, the pile had to be knocked down •. To do this he invented 
a plow. which was hung from the side of the truck •. As the truck 
moved along rapidly this side plow would throw the top part of' 
the pile way back. Then by going over it again with the front 
plow the rest could be moved quite easily •. This way they could 
keep the roads plowed much wider than would have been otherwise 
possible •. Today we call this a ·wing plow and all town and state 
highway trucks use them in the winter •. 
As strange as it may seem, everyone was not pleased with 
this way of moving snow. . By using the snow plow, just" about. all 
the snow was moved from the roads •. Many farmers at that time 
moved logs over the roads by using a horse and sled. They 
needed about . six~ inches of snow; on the roads. . It~ was hard for 
them to travel when the roads were,plowed so close •. 
Today we try to keep our roads plowed just, as close as 
possible. A little bit of snow makes it quite slippery travel-
ing for all the automobiles that. use the roads •. Even the 
farmers want today's roads plowed out well •. 
Fire Department 
In the early days fire was a most terrifying thing •. There 
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was no water to speak of, no machines, no fire alarms or 
whistles •. When a fire was discovered, the person who dis-
covered it would shout 11Fire! 11 , uFire!u, until the people of the 
village heard him •. They ~ould then make a line to the nearest 
water and pass pails of water up the line until they reached 
the front person who would throw the water on the fire •. This 
was called a bucket brigade. You can just. imagine that they did 
not put out many fires that way •. Wet blankets would be thrown 
on the roofs of nearby buildings so they would not burn •. The 
word uFire!u threw fear into everyone. 
Things went on like this for many years, with no fire 
department as such •. The town did buy one machine, sometime 
before 1870, .called the Carmi No •. 2. This, of course, was not 
enough •. Finally, in December of 1874,, there was a very bad fire 
which burned Wilton's big hotel, the Whiting House, and many of I 
the other stores and buildings on Main Street •. After this fire 
the people knew that a growing town like Wilton (almost.2000 
people at this time) needed a real fire department •. 
The fire department was started in 1875 and the fire sta• 
tion was built in that.,same year •. At first it was called Engine 
Company Hall, then the Engine House, and finally changed to 
what_we call it today, the fire station •. Another engine was 
bought, also during this year •. ItJwas called the Excelsior 
No. 1. 
The Carmi and Excelsior were not really fire engines.. The 
were called 11 hand-tubsn or machines ... They each had a big tub 
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which was kept filled with water, ready to go to a fire at any 
time •. There was no town water then and the firemen either had 
to ptimp water from rivers and wells or bring the water with 
them. . Sometimes they did not have enough hose to reach from a 
river to the burning house •. One hand-tub would pump water from 
the river into the other hand-tub and from there they would pump 
it on the fire. 
Forty-nine men were needed to take the Excelsior to a fire 
and 47 for the Carmi •. It took many men to pull the machine to 
a fire, hand-pump the water and carry the hose •. 
For some years the Carmi was kept at 11Freneh Village, 11 
now known as the Intervale part of town •. The Excelsior was 
kept in the fire station •. This was so both parts of town would 
be covered in ease of fire •. In 1889 the two fire departments 
were made into one and the. Carmi was kept in the basement of the 
town hall •. 
The biggest.worry to the firemen and the town was that of 
water •. A good fire department cannot fight a fire if it doesn't 
have water •. At the town meeting in 1881 it was decided that 
something should be done about the water supply •. They bought 
four hydrants, a pump, and water pipe •. Two of the hydrants 
were placed on Main Street, one in back of the town hall, and 
one at the corner of Samuel L. Abbott's lawn (it was then the 
home of Harvey A •. Whiting) •. The pump was placed in the engine 
room of Whiting's mill, so that water could be pumped directly 
from the mill pond •. This pump was called a force pump because 
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it forced water through the pipes to the hydrants •. 
This still was not the answer •. It sent water to Main 
Street, but none to the other parts of town. 0 Then too, in the 
winter and as late as April in the spring, the pump kept freez-
ing up ~nd could not be used at all. . In 1892 a study was made 
to see if a reservoir could be built •. However, the town did 
nothing about it at.this time. 
In 1897 a reservoir was dug near the high school ~called 
the "new" school at this time for it was only about one year 
old) •. This was the size of a small well, 14 feet deep and 12 
feet across the top. . Water already in the ground and rain 
water kept it filled •. Even though this was a small well it 
made a fair supply of water for a fire •. The town must have 
thought it was good because by 1902 there were five of them •. 
One was placed right next to the fire station •. This is the only 
one that is left •. It is not used today but is still full of 
water •. If we ever have another bad fire on Main Street, and 
need all the water we.can get, this well could be used •. Ask a 
fireman or the fire chief to show it to you •. 
By 1905 the big town reservoir was built and Wilton had 
town water •. This meant good water pipes, 48 fire hydrants, and 
lots of water •. 
\Vhile the water problems were being solved, the fire de-
partment was growing •. In 1897 they had some ladders but no way 
of getting them to the fires., That year the firemen made a 
hook and ladder truck •. T~ey used this truck for over 20 years, ' 
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finally selling it in 1920 when they bought a new one to take 
its place •. 
The year 1913 saw the town buy its first motor driven car, 
an Alco automobile, to be used by the fire department. They 
could get to Pine Valley or French Village in about two minutes 
because it would go as fast as 50 miles an hour., That was very 
fast for those days. It~ carried two ladders and 12 men •. The 
firemen called it the Flying Squadron •. It made so much noise 
that people could hear,it ·coming before they could see it •. 
Some of the firemen know an interesting story about the 
Fly~g Squadron •. The firemen took it to a fire one day over a 
rough dirt road •. When they arrived they noticed that the tire 
was:. gone from one of the wooden wheels •. They must have had a 
flat tire and had gone all the way to the fire without even 
knowing it •. The tire had been horn off by the road •. Do you 
think you could ride far today in a car with a flat tire without 
noticing it? 
Even so, the firemen were quite pleased· with it •. Just. 
think how much faster they could get to a fire in the Flying 
Squadron than they could in the Excelsior or the garmi •. Wilton 
was· the first town around here to have one. Why do youthink 
they called it the Flying Squadron? I 
For quite a few years the fire alarm was the whistle at 
Whiting's mill., It was a good loud whistle but it took a lot 
I 
of I 
steam to blow it •. When the mill did not run over the weekend 
there was no steam, and, no whistle •. This was dangerous. In 
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Plcture 13 •. Excelsior on Parade 
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Picture 14. ,Flying Squadron 1! 
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1924 a new three horn alarm with its own air compressor was put 
in the fire station •. This meant that: the alarm could blow at_ 
any hour of any day or night •. This lasted for 20 years, until 
1944, when a newer and better one was bought •. 
On July 28, 1928, there was a very bad fire at the home of 
Mr •• and Mrs •. Philip Ring •. It_ happened at night while Mr •. Ring 
was working •. When he arrived home the whole house was on fire •. 
He was only able to get into one room as the whole building was 1 
blazing from top to bottom and end tq end. . When the firemen 
arrived it was too late and they could do nothing., Mrs •. Ring 
and her two daughters died in this terrible fire •. It,was a very 
sad thing to happen to the Ring family and to the people of the 
town of Wilton •. This was just 155 years after the meeting-house 
accident of 1773.-
By 1939 the fire department had four good trucks--three 
for carrying water and one for carrying shovels •. They also had 
some gas masks and smoke masks given to them •. 
In 1944 one of the biggest fires ever seen in the town of 
Wilton took place at the Souhegan Mills. Huge piles of lumber 
and the mill itself burned in this fierce fire. Several big 
oil tanks,_ belonging to the Draper Fuel Company, were right next 
to the fire •. It got so hot there that the oil in the tanks 
started to boil •. The top of one of the oil tanks blew off and 
went all the way across the river •. This was such a big fire 
I 
Wilton! 
that we had to call for help from Milford and Nashua. 
Another new truck was bought in 1949 •. This gave the 
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Picture 15.-Souhegan Mills Fire 
August, 1944 
Picture 16. Wilton Fire Station 
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fire department four truaks •. 
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Today there are 33 men in the department,. three aompanies 
of 10 men eaah, two assistants to the chief, and one fire chief •. 
Wilfred Berube has been the ahief since 1951 •. 
Remember the Excelsior? It took 49 men to take her to a 
fire and 47 more to take the crarmi •. Today 33 men take four 
trucks and aan put out just about any fire we have, no matter 
how bad •. Times aertainly have ahanged •. 
Library 
During the early days of Wilton there was no big beautiful 
building suah as. the one we now have •. Wilton was always in-
terested in having a library and books for use by the people •. 
The big question always was, where aan we have it? What can we 
use for a building? 
By 1839 the oldest publia (free) library was the Town 
Library •. The most,and best.books, however, were in the librarie 
belonging to the different ahurahes in town •. Only the people 
who belonged to these ahurahes aould use these books •. In 1839 
there were three of these libraries besides the· Town Library •. 
The Wilton Publia Library, as it is now known, was st,arted 
in 1872 •. The first rooms it. had were in' a building on Main 
Street •. The fire of 1874 burned down the building and most of 
the books. With the few books that.were left they tried again 
1 
1and were burned out a second time by the Main Street fire of 
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Picture 17. -Wilton Fire Department, 1956 
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several Wilton people. Finally at.. t.he t.own meeting of 1~-9~-~~--~ - -
was voted to make one room in the town hall into a library room •. \ 
This was done and many books were given to the new- library.. Mr •. 
George A~.Newell gave over 1,000 books •. 
This remained the home of the Wilton Public Library for 
almost 20 years •. The town spent., only $300 a year to run it so 
you can see that it didn't grow very fast •. 
On September 22, 1908, Wilton was given a brand new build-
ing •. This is the same building that .. stands today ... It cost over 
$100,000 when it was built •. Mr •. David A •. Gregg of Wilton Cente 
paid for it and gave it to the town of Wilton •. He only lived 
here during the summer, but he certainly must have thought a lot 
of the people of Wilton to give them a library building such as 
this •. 
In 1916 the town voted to have all the town reports bound •. 
Rather than have loose booklets, they thought it would be much 
better if they were bound together like real books •. They· had 
most of the town reports from 1849 to 1916, except for a few of 
the oldest ones •. Since then, the town has bound its reports 
about once every 5 years •. There. are two sets of these bound 
reports •. One set is kept in the safe in the town hall; the 
other is kept in the library •. Ask the librarian to show them 
to you •. 
Today, on the downstairs floor there is a children's read-
ing room,; reference room, magazine room, and the big room in 
back of the librarian's desk where most of the library's eight 
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Picture 18 •. Gregg Free Library 
Given to the People of Wilton 
by David A.-Gregg in 1908 
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in the basement •. 
Upstairs are three rooms which hold collections of differ-
ent things from early Wilton •. There are too many tolist here, 
but some of them are as follows: model of the 1774 meeting-
house; old bicycle, the kind with a very large wheel on the 
front and a very small one on back; old wooden plow, used around 
1800; old gravestone, the first one ever put up in Wilton, befo 
1800; arrowheads, stone jar made and used by the Indians, found 
in West Wilton; rifle made at the Killam Shop in French Village 
in 1858,, has never been- fired and is supposed to shoot two miles 
to kill with a sight on; picture of Gray's Furniture SJ:;i.op in 
French Village showing the well-known Democrat. Wagon; sleigh, 
foot warmer, and, one of Wilton's first telephones, used in 1886 
which wentfrom Barker's. Grocery Store (where the First National 
Store is now) to his home on the Island. _ Go to the library and 
see these things for yourself. 
Town House 
The first town house, or town hall as we call it today, was 
the meetinghouse that .was built in 1774 •. It was located in that I 
part of town known as Wilton Center •. Lightning struck it July 2, 
1804, and badly damaged it. . It burned down in 1859 ,, in a fire 
that_. the people of Wilton were sure was set by someone. 
A· new meetinghouse was built in 1860, right on the same 
ii 
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land where the first one burned the year before •. This was later 
called Citizens' Hall •. Today, nearly 100 years later,. we know 
it as the Grange Hall. Part of the metal in the Grange Hall bel 
came from the bell of the 1774 meetinghouse •. Town meetings were 
held here until 1869. 
In 1869 the selectmen sold this building •. At the town 
meeting that year the people voted to hold all town meetings at 
Depot Hall until a new town house was built. Depot Hall waa 
right in the middle of town, beside the railroad station.. It_, 
was built in 1851 as a country store and was torn down in 1941 •. 
A" filling-station now stands in its place. It was at this hall 
in 1875 that the fire department_, was started •. Town meetings 
were held here for over 15 years •. 
The Whiting House, built in 1866, probably had the best 
place for a public building on the whole Main Street •. It was in 
the center of the north side of the street and could be easily 
reached by horses,. carriages, and people because there was a 
street on each of the two main sides of the building. . It was 
destroyed in the fire of 1874 and the lot stood for several 
years with no building on it at all. 
The year 1883 saw the town vote to build a new town house •. 
The Whiting House lot was given to the people of Wilton by the 
Whiting family, so that they would have a desirable place for 
their new building. The new town house was opened on January 1, 
1885 •. It was a beautiful building of granite and brick, built 
at a cost of $20,000 •. When built, it was one of the finest 
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Piotur~ 19, JHeetinghouse, Built in 1860 
. Now UeeQ. as Q-rt;mge Hall 
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buildings in the state. 
Gas lights gave all the light for 20 years •. In 1906 1:. _ --
electric lights and town water were put in •. If you go into the j 
Selectmen's Room (the same room as the Police Station) you can 
see the old gas pipes coming out of the ceiling. Do you think 
they were wise in putting in electric lights rather than keep 
the gas lights? 
The town hall is used for many things •. Town meetings, 
Memorial Day exercises,. dances, movies, and other meetings are 
held in the main upstairs room. . Suppers are served downstairs 
in the banquet room •. The school children were served their hot 
lunches i~ the banquet room for several years (before they had 
a place of their own) •. The selectmen, police department,_ town 
treasurer, and tax collector use another downstairs room.. One 
of our fire trucks is kept in the end room next to the steps •. 
The Railroad 
The coming of the railroad to Wilton in 1851 was one of the 
most important things ever to happen in this town. . It changed 
the whole town. You might even say that it 11 moved 11 the whole 
town. It is because of this that your school is where it is, 
the stores are where they are, and the town hall is where it is •. 
It is even because of the railroad that most of you live where 
you do. Suppose we talk about it and try to find out why. 
The early pioneers had hoJjl.es scattered all over Wilton,, but ,j 
seemed to get together to do_~ll.:_ir bu~sa "¥h2~. ll'\Et __ <).f_jj=--~--
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Picture 2l •. Whiting House, 1866-1874 
A very busy Place during these years 
Picture 22 •. Town House, Built in 1885 
Much Wilton Granite went into this Building 
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town. This w.ae Wilton Center •. It must have seemed quite deeir- .
1
 
able to them as they built the meetinghouse there •. They had a 
store that sold everything from cloth and nails to books and 
newspapers. It was c:alled the uBrick Store." All the business 
of the town took place there •. The nBrick Store11 in 1823 was 
the poet office and a main stop for the stagecoach passing 
through •. There was also a building in Wilton Center known as 
the "Parker Tannery" where shoes and boots were made •. 
It didn't matter too much during these early years where 
the center of town was •. Most of the goode were sold in town 
or were taken to Boston by horse and cart •. Traveling over a 
few hills was no great bother. . People didn't have to go out of 
town very often anyway •. 
Between 1825 and 1850 most of our main roads were.built •. 
It could be seen then that roads, in order to last, would have 
to follow the lower lands,.near the rivers •. They had to build 
the roads flat for the stagecoaches, where they didn't have to 
for a horse and cart. The stagecoach load was too heavy to be 
pulled up and over hills. 
The year 1851 was the turning point in Wilton's history •. 
In December of that year the railroad came to Wilton., By 
January of 1852 there was a trip between Wilton and Boston every 
day •. The railroad came to East Wilton, where the traveling was 
easy, over the low land •. 
The railroad could do things faster, safer and cheaper •. 
Many of the stagecoach lines went out of business and did not 
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run any more •. The trains carried the mail •. The horse and cart ! 
stopped going into Boston because by railroad goods could leave 
Wilton berore daybreak and reach Boston by the middle of the 
morning •. 
The center of town was moving to the place where everything 
was going on •. People wanted to be closer to the railroad.. Witht 
in a few years the "Brick Storen was out of business •. The post 
orfice ii:Was on the Main Street •. New buildings and stores were 
going up all the time. The year 1866 saw the piggest building 
boom in Wilton•s history •. Depot Hall was built in 1851 as a 
general store!(just like the "Brick Store")' and as a place to 
hold all the dances and parties ror the railroad passengers •. 
For about twenty five years Wilton was a very gay town, with 
all sorts of things going on •. In 1869 the town voted to sell 
the meetinghouse in Wilton Center and to hold all town meetings 
in the Depot Hall in the East Village. This was. the final blow •. 
Wilton Center was no longer the real center or business and 
activity; it had lost everything to the railroad •. From 1870 
on it has had no stores at all, onJ..y homes •. Some of them are 
quite large and beautirul., 
Do you see why your school, stores, town hall, and even 
many of your homes were built where they are now? 
The very rirst trains were wood burners •. They made a great 
deal of noise and smoke as they c·ame steaming, chugging and 
pufring in and out of town. Large crowds of people used to 
stand at the station just to watch the 11 iron monsters"·' grunt 
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Picture 23 •. General Store 
Inside Proctor's General Store, located in 
Depot Hall •. When Depot Hall was torn down in 
1941, it was the Oldest Store in Town. 
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and growl to a halt ... 
The first railroad station· was a small one story building •. 
This lasted from 1851 to 1860 •. In 1860 this was torn down and 
a large building was put up in its place •. It was both a rail-
road st~tion and freight depot and was large enough to keep a 
whole train inside overnight •. Wilton at this time was known 
as. a terminal station •. This meant that Wilton was the end of 
the railroad line •. There was only one way the trains could go 
after arriving in Wilton and that was back •. Sometimes the trai 
would get here in the afternoon and would not leave until the 
next morning •. Tfiat.meant they would go inside the shed part of 
the terminal and would stay in there overnight. The doors on 
both ends would be closed, protecting the train from the weathe • 
During the Civil War Wilton was the terminal of the Sou-
hagan Valley Railroad which was known then as the Wilton 
Railroad •. The Boston and Maine was then called the Boston and 
Lowell •. 
Because Wilton was the terminal or end of the line, some 
place was needed for the trains to turn around •. This was 
located where the Souhegan·Mill (Souhegan Mill Products,. Inc., 
is now and was known as a turntable •. The turntable was used 
until 1874 when the line was pushed on to Greenfield.. After 
1874 Wilton was only a stop on the line and pot the end of it. 
As we said before, the early trains burned only wood •. 
This was from 1851 to 1870. The cutting and selling of wood to 
the railroad by the woodcutters and farmers was a big business I !_ _____ ... 
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Picture 24 •. First Railroad Station, 1851-1860 
Picture 25 •. Railroad Station, 1860-1892 
this was the Station that made it 
"Always Night at Wiltonn 
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here for those 20 years •. Large woodsheds were built 
railroad yard so that the wood oould be stored •. Muoh 
,I in the ! 
of it oamel 
from the woods of Davisville, Wilton Center and Abbot Hill. 
It was out in four foot lengths oalled oordwood. There would 
be piles of oordwood in the railroad yard 15 feet high and many 
hundreds of feet long •. The railroad had its own sawmill right 
there in the yard. It would saw the wood up into different 
lengths to fit the fireboxes of the old engines •. 
Ox teams used to qring'the wood in •. There must have been 
ox.teams on the road all the-time to bring in as muoh wood as 
they needed •. The story goes that the old Whiting farm (now the 
summer home of Mrs •. Russell Beebe) used to send in more wood 
than any other •. They had three ox.teams on the road at all 
times. o One man would drive the front team and one man drove 
the baok team •. The middle team had no driver but. stayed in 
between the two other teams. This way two men oould drive three 
teams. o Don't you think these drivers oould have told some 
exciting stories about things that happened on their trips? 
In 1874 the railroad went on to Greenfield •. After this, 
·instead of stopping in the train shed overnight,, the trains 
went right through it •. Many times when they stopped in Wilton 
to piok up passengers, the engine would blook one door and the 
last oar would blook the other door. This made it very dark 
inside the train shed and even darker inside the train itself •. 
little girl and hermother were traveling through 
in the train when it stopped inside the train j One afternoon a Wilton and were 
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Picture 26 •. Railroad St~tion, Built in 1892 
now the Medical Olinic 
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Picture 27 •. Wood Burning Engine, 1851-1870 Jl 
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shed. It was so dark that the little girl said to her mother, 
11 0h, Mama, what makes it always night at Wilton? 11 · 
The train shed and the passenger station were part of the 
same building, which had a tin roof. Buring the 1889's the roof 
started to rust and leaked badly •. Sometimes the passengers 
would be in the station during a heavy rain. . The roof leaked so 
much that while waiting for the train they would have to hold 
their opened umbrellas over their heads so they wouldn't get wet 
On February 18,,1888, there was an accident at the railroad 
station. . A wreaking train had been further up the railroad to 
pick up some broken oars and was coming back just_, ahead of the 
passenger train. , When the passengers heard the train coming 
they thought it was theirs and started to go out to meet it. 
The station man-knew that this was the wreaking train and that 
sometimes they had broken parts hanging over the edges of the 
oars •. These parts could hit anyone standing nearby. He told 
the passengers, "Don't go out there, this is not your train. 1t' 
They did as he said. , It was a good thing they did because a 
long iron boom sticking out from one end of the oars caught the 
station. It pulled down part of the station roof and wall. 
Several thousand bricks came crashing down on the very piaoe 
where the passengers would have been waiting for the train •. 
They would have been instantly killed. 
Four years later, in 1892, the whole building was torn 
down by the company. The building that is now the Wilton Medi-
cal Clinic went up in its place •. In its. time, it was another 
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handsome building for the town of Wilton •. 
In 1870 the railroad started to use coal burners in place 
of wood burners. This meant an end to the big wood business we 
had here for so many years. The woodsheds were torn down in 
1873 and the whole yard was cleaned up •. The new coal b~ning 
engines could carry a car full of coal. The fireman would 
shovel coal from this car right into the engine. , The railroad 
found that this was much better than having to have big wood-
sheds at every stop •. 
From 1874 to 1936 the trains made daily trips between 
Greenfield, Lyndeborough, Wilton, Nashua, and Boston •. Deep 
snows, mud and very poor roads often made the trains as much as. 
a day or a week late •. The people did not care •. They knew the 
train would arrive sometime and these late arrivals were v 
expected •. Today we expect,trains to run exactly on time and not 
to be late at .. all •. 
Did you ever hear of the "Peach Expressu? Many Wilton 
farmers such as the Badgers, Parkers, Louis Baldwin, and 
Hutchinsons used to grow many peaches •. Peach trees used to grow 
where many apple orchards grow now •. Peaches spoil rapidly and 
so had to be sent to market without wasting any time •. The rail-
road was the answer •. The only trouble was that the train 
wouldn't wait for the peaches to be loaded •. If the farmers 
wanted to use the railroad, they had to do all their loading 
while the passengers were getting on and off •. This gave them 
only about three to five minutes. L 
P 44a .. 
Picture 28 •. Coal Burning Engine 
i3icture 29 •. New Diesel Engine 
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The loading used to be done the same way that the water was 
passed along a bucket brigade during a fire in ~1oneer days •. A 
line would be formed from the farmers' peaches to the train •. As 
soon as the train stopped they would start passing baskets of 
peaches from one person to another, finally getting to the 
freight car, where they would be packed away •. Many growing boys 
would become quite clever at this and would come just to show 
how good they were •. Sometimes they would do it as teams, -each 
team trying to do it in a faster time than the other one. Even 
though it was hard work they had much fun while doing it •. Many 
people would come just to watch and time the contests between 
the teams. . Ask your grandmother or grandfather to tell you mor 
about the 11 Peach Express." Perhaps they even took part in it •. 
Because of our late frosts in the spring, many peach crops 
were killed, even as late as May and June •. Apples began to 
take the place of peaches •. During the early 1930's many apples 
were sent to Boston from the Souhegan Apple Packing Company 
plant •. 
The railroad business grew·less and less in Wilton as time 
went on •. Trucks started carrying much of the freight.. Com-
panies like the Southwestern NewHampshire Transportation 
Company grew very fast •. Many passengers started riding on 
buses,~ instead of trains •. Today automobiles are used as much 
as either buses or trains •. 
The answer to the whole thing was the flood of 1936. If 
you look on the side of Whiting's mill you can see the white 
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line painted there •. This line shows how high the water rose 
during that flood. It washed away roads, houses, bridges, and 
railroad tracks. Enough of the track was rebuilt so that a 
freight train could dome through. Passenger trains never did 
run again the way they had before the flood •.. The big winter 
carnivals that used to be held here had to be stopped after 1936 
because of no pa~senger or ski trains.- Today, in 1956, we have 
only one daily freight train that comes to Wilton. 
Schools 
One of the first things the early settlers did was to start 
planning schools for their children. Only their homes and a 
church came before schools. When the land was first settled, 
one share, or 240 acres, went to the schools. As land in the 
center of the village became harder to get, it was decided to 
sell that which the schools owned •. The money was to go toward 
the cost of the schools. 
The first school house was built soon after Wilton became 
a town. - It was a one room building •. There were no desks such 
as there are today; only two large tables with benches for 
seats •. There were no seats with backs either; just low benches 
around the walls of the room •. The only heat came from a huge 
open fireplace •. Green wood was usually burned •. This gave off 
much smoke but the building was so drafty that the smoke didn't 
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Picture 31 •. First High School 
Building 
NowUsed as Odd 
Fellows' Hall 
Picture 30 •. The Old Oaken 
Bucket 
Getting a Drink 
at a Country 
School 
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warm •. Those in the back of the room were quite cold. The 
bigger boys in the room had the job of chopping the wood for 
the fireplace •. Anyone wanting a drink of water had to go to the 
well, lift up a bucket of water, and drink it with a dipper. 
The children had no books at all. The teacher had a Bible, 
an arithmetic book, and a spelling book. Think of the differ-
ence between this school and the school you have today. 
The teachers were usually men in the winter and women in 
the summer. The women were called 11 school-ma'amsu and used to 
wear small white caps. This was so the people in town would 
be able to tell that they were school teachers •. One of the 
"school-ma'ams" came from New Ipswich.- She brought an umbrella 
with her, the only one in Wilton. 
School was kept for ten weeks in the winter and ten weeks 
in the summer. The teachers used to t1board in. 11 That is,. they 
used to live in the homes of different families in town for a 
certain length of time •. This was part of their pay •. It also 
meant that by 11boarding them inu they were able to keep school 
longer. 
By the mid-1800's there werelO school houses in Wilton •. 
Desks anichairs, bolted to the floor, took the place of the 
large tables and benches •. Some stoves were used in place·of 
fireplaces, but they didn't make the room any warmer •. The 
children even had some books and paper to write on •. Women did 
most of the teaching at this time. The length of the school 
year had gone up from 20 to 30 weeks •. 
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Picture 32 •. Wilton High School 
As it Looked just.after it was Built in 1896 
An Addition was Built on in 1921 
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: Picture 33 •. Wilton High School and Auditorium 
J Auditorium, Built in 1930 
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• J> When the town hall was built in 1885, one room was used for 1 
the high schoole . At another time the high school was in the 
building where the Odd Fellows are now.. Finally, in 1896 ,, the 
main part of the present high school was built •. Another part 
was added to it in 1921 and the auditorium was built in 1930 •. 
The first four rooms of the elementary school were built in 
1951,, with the other four rooms being added in 1954 •. 
By 1935 all the small one room schools of Wilton had been 
closed down •. All children in grades one to 12 were in the high 
school building in the center of town •. The children that. 
lived a long distance from school were brought in by school 
buses •. 
Today, the schools are open 36-weeks a year •. All children 
have books and a good supply of paper •. The desks and chairs 
have a smooth finish and are not bolted to the floor •. There 
is enough heat so that ,everyone is warm, even if they sit .. in 
the b~ck of the room •. No one has to· go out to the well for a 
drink of water •. The schools of today are certainly different 
from those of the early settlers •. 
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Picture 34 •. Wilton Schools:, 1956 
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CHAPTER V 
WILTON BUSINESSES--PAST'AND PRESENT 
Shoe .!!n9: BOots 
In 1813 William Parker started a tannery in Wilton Center •. 
Four years later it was sold to Asa Jones Vlho turned it into· a 
shop making shoes and boots •. Most of his products were 
tl #, 
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~n Wilton •. It was once said that no better shoes w.ere made any 
where than those made in-Wilton •. Mr •. Jones learned the 
shoemaker's trade in Mont Vernon •. In 1830 he sold his business 
and moved away •. 
Two years later he returned to Wilton, built_ a beautiful 
home in Wilton Center and started his shoe business again •. · 
Several years later he moved to the East Village where he re-
mained the rest of his life •. He, his son, and some friends 
carried the shoe and boot business on until 1881 •. At that time 
other companies started using ma~hinery that would make shoes 
and boots for much less money •. Rather than put in the rr.'- -;~t 
machinery that would be needed, Mr •. Jones sold the business for 
the last time •. Shoes and boots had been made in Wilton for 
over 60 years. 
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Gray's Furniture Shop 
Gray's Furniture Shop was in the part of Wilton now called 
Gray's Corner. The Gray family lived and ran a blacksmith shop 
there for many years •. It was during the late 1800's that. Henry 
Gray added carriage building to the blacksmith business •. His 
most famous carriage was called the Wilton Wagon, or, the 
Democrat Wagon •. This was a fancy wagon--bright, shiny, and 
black •. It was six or seven feet long, had one seat (a second 
one could be put in if it was needed),. sideboards, and was 
pulled by a hors·e. . It, was a favorite with lovers as it was 
made for only two people •. 
Killam Furniture Shop 
Joseph W. Killam had one of the first funniture ·shops in 
Wilton •. He bam~ to Wilton from Temple in 1835 and built his 
factory on Stockwell Brook, where the new reservoir is now. A 
few years later he moved to West Wilton,. then to French Village 
where in 1848 he built a dam and shop •. The dam was a few hun• 
dred feet above where the new bridge was built in 1953 as a 
part of the new highway going through Wilton •. The furniture 
shop was farther down-the river, back of where the town dump is 
now •. He had about eleven men working for him •. 
Mr •. Killam was an inventor •. He invented his own machinery 
then made it for use in his own factory •. The Killam Shop I 
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Picture 35 •. Bales and Putnam Blacksmith Shop 
One of Several Blacksmith Shops in Wilton 
There are none left Today 
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Picture 36.,Village Smithy 
At Work in the Bales and Putnam 
Blacksmith Shop 
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made cradles, tables, and wash stands. The goods were sent to I 
Boston •. They were taken to Ponemah,. known as Danforth's Corner I 
at that time, by u spike team~'!_ A spike team was a pair of oxen I 
and one horse •. 
This lasted for almost.twenty years, until 1865, when Peter 
H.<Putnam bought it.- He made black walnut furniture and had 
forty to fifty men working there •. As time went on, however, a. 
great deal of this kind of furniture was made in the western 
part of the United States •. Less and less was made in Wilton 
and in 1878 the mill closed down and the machinery was sold. 
The building was finally torn down •. 
This mill is in the Davisville part of Wi~ton. Just over 
two hundred years ago David Kenney built a blacksmith shop ther • 
His house was where the mill's logs are now kept •. The well he 
dug for water is still used today. Almost fifty years later a 
clothing mill was built there and lasted until 1817 •. A new 
two story mill was built at that time •. That building is a part 
of the mill that_. now stands. . There are some hooks in the first 
floor that were a part of this early building. 
Daniel Cragin took over in 1858 and started making things 
from wood, such as knife trays, wooden dry measures, dippers, 
and boxes •. He also made wheelbarrows, grass hoops, and toy 
carts in three sizes--large, small and smaller •. Mr.,Cragin 
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Picture 37 •. Gray's Furniture Shop 
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Picture 38 •. E •. B •. Frye and Son 
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I was a man filled with ideas •. He probably thought, 11 Wb.y should· r~----
1 
send them 1 I sell these wooden toys' only in Wilton?u "I ought to 
to some other place, such as California, and sell them there. 
That way other people and cities would hear of Wilton and we 
might get different things in return from them... This he did, 
but there was no Panama Canal built yet. In order for things to 
get to California by boat, they had to sail all the way around 
South America,. by Cape Horn, and then back up to California. 
Look at this on a map and see the long trip they had •. It took 
many weeks for these toys to get there and for the boat to come 
back. Today a truck can make the trip by going straight across 
the country, ·in less than one week.-
Much of the power used to run the mill comes from water •. 
The water comes from Burton Pond, which has a big dam •. This 
dam has a story behind it •. Back in 1812, even before the mill 
was first built, Sewall Putnam walked up the brook where the 
pond is now. He saw· where the beaver had built a dam that was: 
holding back quite a lot of water •. He probably thought to him-
self, 11 If the beaver can build a dam that holds back water, I 
can build a bigger and better one. Maybe I can build one big 
enough to give enough water to run a mill.'! A few years later 
he did build a dam. He did it mostly by himself and it held 
enough water to run the mill that was buil~ at about the same 
time. That is the same dam that is there today. It is still 
holding back water, giving us Burton Pond and enough water 
_power to run Frye's Mill •. It has lasted almost one hundred and 
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fifty years. Just think, the idea for it came from a beaver.. \ 
Dr. Edmund B. Frye bought the mill from Mr •. Cragin in 1909. I 
A few years later his son, Whitney M. Frye, took over the mill, 
calling it E •. B •. Frye and Son. Mr. Frye is still running the 
mill, having been there. around forty years •. 
It is a small mill and only three or four men work there. 
There are very few mills like it in the whole country •. Dippers, 
dry measures, hand cards, which are used with wool, and veneer 
fruit package covers are made there •. Wilton can be very proud 
of mills such as the one of E •. B •. Frye and Son •. 
Putnam 1 s Mill 
During the 1870's the mill of Levi and Hervey Putnam was a 
very busy place. It stood between the road and the brook at the 
west end of town •. A dam across the brook held back the water 
and provided the power to run the machinery •. Wooden beds, table 
legs, chairs, and different kinds of trunks were made at this 
mill. Joseph W •. Killmm made some fine furniture here •. After 
some years the Putnams went to Milford and started a wood work-
ing business there. 
Alfred L. Curtis bought the mill in 1908, using it as a 
dressing mill and for making apple boxes. , Cider was made every 
fall. It was one of the few cider mills left around here. 
M~ thousands of gallons of delicious cider were made from 
apples grown in Wilton. Much of it was sold at the r,9,ill; some 
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Picture 39 •. Putnam's Mill 
As it Looked during the late 1800's 
When it was Called "The Old Mill 11 
Picture 4o •. Scout Hall, 1956 
Formerly "The Old Mill, rt now used as the Home 
of Boy Scouts, Troop No •. lO,Wilton I I ·I 
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was shipped by truck to large cities. 
Recently it was sold to Samuel Abbott who gave it to the 
Wilton Boy Scout Troop to use as a scout hall. 
Heeeelton Quarry 
Cutting granite building stone was once a big business in 
Wilton. Joel Heeeelton started the business just. before the 
Civil War. Hie eon Charles carried the business on until around 
1900 •. At that time the need for granite had grown lees and lees 
as builders were using other materials. The granite was cut 
from the ledge along the Souhegan River in French Village. 
Horses were used in the beginning to lift the heavy granite 
blocks from the quarry. Mr. Hesselton finally bought some 
steam-driven machinery which did the work easier and quicker •. 
Tons and tons of huge granite blocks were shipped by railroad 
to other New Hampshire towns and to Boston. It is said that 
many tone of Wilton granite were used in the foundation ~~ the 
old North Station in Boston. Several carloads of granite blocks 
were shipped there each week while it was being built. 
Hessel ton granite was ue.ed in the following places: the 
base of the Wilton town hall and the granite work which goes 
half way up the building ou the Main Street side; the foundation 
of the Abbott Worsted Mill, built in 1882, the granite for this 
being brought down to the village on wagons drawn by oxen, ~ules 
horses; the u 0 uttt between Maple Street and Mai=n=S=t=rc-==e=e=t=n=e=a=r=ct~=~ 
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the fire station is walled entirely of Hasselton granite; the 
1 bridge over the County farm near Beebe's; the bridge over Stony 
!Brook at Whiting's mill; the foundations of many houses in 
Wilton; much of the curbing along the village streets; the long 
granite wall along lower Main street to the fire station; the 
granite hitching posts to which the horses were tied while the 
owner did his errands, found throughout the village; the two 
huge hitching posts standing outside the former Ring house at 
West Wilton; and, the foundation of the Grange Hall at Wilton 
Center. -
There are still parts of the old machinery and granite 
chips to be seen along the river •. They are nearly covered now. 
with vines and brush •. Wilton granite may never be quarried 
again but the products of the Hesselton quarry will last for 
many more years •. They are to be seen everywhere in town and 
make us remember the once lively business that is now gone •. 
Souhegan Mills 
Some year.s ago, around 1925, the Souhegan Apple Packing 
Association built a plant in which apples were sorted and packed . 
About twenty to thirty people used to work during the apple 
season. . The rest of the year the building was not used •. 
In 1938 David Whiting and Sons bought the building and 
turned it into a dressing mill. They made smooth finished 
from rough lumber and trees •. After the hurricane this 
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plant was more useful than ever because there were thousands 
and thousands of trees to be cut up into lumber •. All the trees 
from this town and towns many miles away were brought here to 
b.e sawed up and dressed •. This was kept up until the fall of 
1941. At that time' lumber was needed very fast as we were pre-
paring for World War II •. It no longer had to have a smooth 
finish •. It was needed so much that it only had to be sawed up •. 
Randolph Myer bought the plant in 1942 and gave it the 
name Souhegan Mills •. They started making ammunition boxes for 
the glbvernment from the lumber •. The hardest thing to get at. 
this time was dry lumber •. It_ was being used almost as fast as 
it could be cut and was not allowed to dry. . In order to have 
enough good lumber they built a dry kiln •. This was a building 
that was kept very hot inside. A man could only stay in there 
for about five minutes at_ a time •. It was so hot in there that 
when a man came outside, even on a· hot summer day,. he would 
start shivering because it was so much colder than inside. The 
lumber used to be brought here right from being cut in the woods 
It dried out in five days in the dry kiln where it had taken 
six to eight months standing in a field. This way the mill had 
all the dry lumber it needed •. 
The dry kiln and the mill burned in a fierce fire in 
August,.l944 •. Enough of the plant was rebuilt the same year to 
finish making the ammunition boxes •. 
For the next year or two they tried to think of something 
different that_ could be made there •. Finally they used ground 
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The resin is made right there at the mill •. It is hardened into 
shape by heating and pressing •. They found they could make 
toilet seats, construction board used for building, boards that 
go on the outside of furniture for wear and beauty,. called 
veneer, and paper plugs that go in the ends of rolls of paper •. 
This mill is certainly different from any other in Wilton •. 
David Whiting and Sons, Inc. 
David Whiting went into the dairy farm and lumber mill 
business in 1857 •. The milk part of it grew very fast •. The rail 
road made it possible to start a daily delivery route to Boston •. 
At this time a milk dealer could have a 11 leased car" if he ,,, 
wished •. This meant that he could lease one car of the train to 
use as a milk car •. Since there. was only one uleased car 11 on 
each railroad line, .no one could use the railroad to send milk 
into Boston except the milk dealer who had the "leased car.'! 
David Whiting had one of these cars and it is easy to see how it 
helped to build up his milk business •. Around 1900 the law waa 
changed so that any farmer could ship his milk into Boston on 
the railroad,. without having to have a "leased car. !• Once in 
• 
Boston the milk was sold from the railroad platform to peddlers~ 
Dealers usually sold their milk to regular peddlers.. The 
peddlers then took the large cans on their horse and wagon and 
went from house to house,, selling directly to the housewife •. 
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Picture 4l •. David Whiting and Sons, Inc •. 
A Wilton Business Since 1857 
Picture 42 •. Souhegan Mills 
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Pitchers, bottles, and jugs were brought to the peddler to be 
filled w;ith milk •. This was not.a very clean way to sell milk .. 
As time went on, people began to realize that they had to 
take better care of their milk •. One step that was. taken was to 
I 
put the milk in glass bottles •. This put the ~ilk peddler out of 
business and meant that>the milk dealer had to setup a bottling 
plant and routes in order to deliver the milk to his customers •. 
It was at~this time that.David Whiting's two sons, Harvey and 
George 0. ,, entered the business •. Harvey stayed in Wilton to 
take care of the farm and lumber mill and George o •. went to 
Boston to be in aharge of the bottling plant and milk route part. 
of it •. Harvey's sons,. John K •. and George,, went to Boston with 
George o.. Later they were followed by Isaac and Charles P~. 
Whiting •. 
John K •. Whiting was a man of ideas •. He could see that. the 
time was soon coming when milk would have to be treated as the 
cleanest of all foods •. As a result he started to pasteurize his 
milk •. He was the first man in the city of Boston to pasteurize 
milkr in fact,. he was the second one in the country to do it •. 
Only the Borden Milk Company of New York had done it before him. 
There is no do-Qbt that the Whiting's then had the cleanest. milk 
in the city of Boston •. While other companies were having 
trouble with their milk, Whiting's milk remained as clean and 
good as ever because it was pasteurized •. The other milk dealers/ 
of Boston soon followed the example set by the Whitings and I I started to pasteurize their milhO.. 
1
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The company grew so fast that~during the 1920's it was 
decided to separate the milk business in Boston from the farm 
and lumber mill in Wilton, each being set up as a separate busi-, 
ness •. David Whiting, grandson of the David Whiting who started 
the business in 186~, beo~e the manager of the Wilton farm and 
mill •. Some of the prod.uots sold. were milk, lumber, coal, coke, 
wood, oil, and grain •. 
The year 1941 saw much of the Wilton milk and lumber busi-
ness change hands •. The dairy farm was sold to David's son, 
William P •. Whiting •. The coal, coke, wood, and oil business 
went to J •. Elmer Draper and is now called Draper Fuel Company. 
Lumber and building goods went to the company now known as the 
Wilton Lumber Company •. Wirthmore Feeds took over the grain 
business •. The dressing mill was sold to C~.Randolph Myer and 
is now called'•the Souhegan Wood Products, Inc •. David Whiting 
and Sons, Inc. kept only the lumber mill •. In October 1955 it 
was sold to the Chaffee family of Oxford, Massachusetts •. The 
Chaffees have been in the lumber business for many years and 
have other mills in Oxford, Massachusetts, Manchester, New. 
Hampshire, and Fryeburg, Maine.. The lumber mill was in the 
Whiting famil~·for almost.one hundred years •. 
Wooden boxes are made at this mill •. Many of them go out 
as shooks; that is, the parts are all cut to siz.e but are not 
put together •. Apple boxes for use in_Wilton and nearby towns 
are made here •. These boxes are made from a softwood such as 
pine •. Hardwood, together- with pressed metal parts,. was used 
l· 
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Picture 43 •. Hampshire Hills Farms 
Producers of Some of the Best Milk in 
the United States 
P+cture-44~arigdelr8Auctioneering Barn 
Home of Wilton's Auctioneer, Ted Langdell 
"New England's Biggest Auctioneer" 
...... __ ===== 
to make milk bottle casea.. About 80 men work at~ this mill .. 
Paper milk bottles are now.being used in many places in-
stead o'f glass bottles •. The heavy hardwood metal bound casea 
are not needed for the paper bottles.. With several different. 
companies making these cases, it was hard to sell them because 
fewer were being used •. The company, st_arted making less hard-
wood cases and more of the softwood cases.... F1.nally the~ st.opped 
making hardwood c~sea altogether •. This. left the pressed me~ 
working dapartment with no work because they had been sBt up to 
make. the metal parts for the hardwood cases..., 
In 1953 John K ... Whiting, Jr., and William DeCamp bought the 
metal working machinery from David Whiting and Sona, Inc.. They 
called the new company,the Wilton Pressed Metals, Inc •. They 
act_, mostly as u'~obbers" ;" that·. is,. they make finished metal part..s 
thatgo into machines made or sold by other companies •. They 
make some finished products themselves;· drinking cup holders 
are an example •. Their parts. are used in candy machines,: paper 
cup holders, and electronic machines •. This is one of Wiiliton's 
younger businesses •. Thirty men and women work here •. 
Abbott Mills 
It. was over a hundred years ago that.a group of Wilton and 
Nashua men started the Pine Valley crompany and built a dam 
aero ss the Souhegan so they would have enough water power.. The 
brick mill and canal were built soon after and they start.ed to 
·-======= 
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changed to the Hills-lj make woolen carpets •. In 1873 the name was 
borough Mills. , They made horse blankets and different kinds of 
yarns •. 
William G •. Abbott, came to Wilton from Philadelphia around 
1900 and bought the Hillsborough Mills. . His sons, William G •. 
Jr.,. and Edward J., joined him soon after •. These three men ran 
the plant that turned out yarn from raw wool.. However,. they 
were all gifted at thinking up new things.. It" wasn't long 
before they invented new machines to be used in making yarn and 
cloth •. They deeided i~ would be good for the town and good for 
themselves if they could make these machines_ and sell them in 
other parts of the country •. 
They bought the Howard BOx. Shop s.o as to be sure to have 
enough water power •. This turned out to be the Abbott Machine 
Company which started making the machines they had invented 
several years before.~ The first machines were sold during the 
1920's •. Since then the size of the plant has grown very fast •. 
Today people work there from Wilton, Milford, and many other 
towns •. The machines are sent all over the world, to such places 
as Canada, England, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Peru, 
Uruguay, ·Venezuela, Mexico, France,_ Japan,, Cuba, Guatama.la, 
Jamaica, El Salvador, Portugal, Haiti, Puerto Rico, Italy, Union 
of South Africa,,Holland, Turkey, and Phillipine Islands. 
One of the earliest problems the Abbotts faced was that of 
getting all the J;eople to work in the winter •. In order to bring 
the forty or fifty people from Milford by seven o'clock in the 1 
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Picture 45 •. Hillsborough Mills 
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morning they had to use a sleigh •. It.was a big sleigh, with 
enough seats for everyone., Think how early they had to st.art 
from Wilton to go to Milford, pick up the people and be back her 
before seven o'clock •. Automobiles have changed that •. 
In 1932 the Abbotts bought the Souhegan Woolen Company and 
called it the Abbott Worsted Mill. This gave them three mills 
' 
in Wilton •. 
The Hillsborough Mills takes in the raw wool.. This comes 
mostly from Australia and the western part of the United States 
and is the highest quality wool that.can be bought •. It goes 
first to the carding room where the rough pieces are combed out •. 
The spinning room gets it next. and there it is spun into yarn •. 
It is colored by dipping it into different colored dyes, making 
it ready to be turned into cloth •. 
Weaving cloth ills the job of the Abbott Worsted Mill,. Here 
the yarn is woven into finished cloth of the highest quality •. 
In fact, the spinning and wmnding of the yarn is now done here 
also in the new building that was built in 1953 •. A great. deal 
of the cloth is sold in New York City, where it is made into 
fine men's suits •. 
The Abbott Machine Company makes the machinery that is 
used in the spinning and winding of the wool •. This is the same 
machinery that was invented by the Abbott ~rothers, William G •. 
I 
ar.,, and Edward J. They also send these machines all over our 
1 
own country and much of the world •. You can see that Wilton, ~ 
li 
IINew Hampshire, is widely known because of people like the Abbot\, • 
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Picture 47 •. Abbott Machine Company 
Picture 48. 
~ II 
Southwestern New Hampshire 11 
Transportation Company, Inc., ! • 
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finished cloth •. There are only three other plants in New 
England that do the same thing •. This is something of which we 
can be proud. 
Southwestern New Hampshire Transportation Company, Inc. 
In 1938 Hollis Auto Express of Antrim and P~. w •. Robertson 
joined together to form a new trucking company. They called it 
the Southwestern New Hampshire Transportation Company •. Guy 
Hollis took over the business by himself in 1943 •. They started 
in the Proctor barn, now belonging to LeRoy Robbins •. They 
built their first building a year later, a small building used 
for the transfer of freight. Additions to this building were 
built in 1943, 1946, and 1948 •. 
Southwestern today is a much larger company •. About 50 
people work there, many of them are truck drivers •. They have 
about 48 pieces of equipment counting all their trucks, tractors 
and trailers •. The tractor is the front part where the driver 
sits •. The trailer is the box~like part where the freight is 
kept while the truck is traveling. 
Southwestern has daily routes to Southwestern New Hampshir 
Hillsborough, Cheshire,. and Merrimack Counties, Boston and 
~ Lowell, Massachusetts, and sometimes to Rhode Island and Con-
necticut •. They have offices in Wilton, Antrim, Keene, 
Manchester, Nashua, and Concord, New Hampshire, and Boston, 
-~~~--------~-~ --- --~~~-~-----·--·---~- ~---~-----­~ --~-~---~-- ---- ·--~--- ---~~~------- r- ---~----- -~-
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This is also done in New England. Rather than transfer the 
freight from trailer to trailer, different companies will take 
the trailer from one city to another •. This saves the cost of 
transferring goods several times and means less breakage caused 
by too much handling.. . The interchange of trailers between com-
panies is being carried on more and more as shipping costs go 
higher and higher •. 
There is the story of a company from Massachusetts shippin 
goods from Boston by using an inter-line carrier •. Time went on 
and the trailer wasn't.returned •. The company was wondering 
what had happened to their trailer. Several months after it h 
disappeared it.turned up in Texas •. No one knew where it had 
come from or how it happened to be there but there it was •. 
This doesn't happen very often, however, because the owners 
know which company has their trailer, where it is going, and 
when it is supposed to be back •. 
il 
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Wilton Businesses Today 
Antiques 
Harry Beckwith 
1789 Guest House 
Auctioneer 
Theodore R •. Langdell 
Automobile Dealers 
Kenton Blanchard 
Wilton Auto Station 
Automobile Repairing and Service Stations 
Emelien Pellerin 
Roy Waste 
Pierre Wentworth 
Bank 
Wilton National Bank 
Barber Shope 
Angelo's Barber Shop 
Modern Barber .Shop 
Beauty Shops 
Gloria's Beauty Shop 
Helen's Beauty Shop 
Vogue Beauty Shop 
Box. Manufactures--Wooden 
David Whiting and Sons, Inc. 
Building Materials and Supplies 
Souhegan Wood Products, Inc. -~Manufacturers) 
Wilton Lumber Company 
Cemeteries 
Laurel Hill 
Mt •. Calvary (Catholic) 
South Yard 
Vale End 
Chiropractors 
Robert B •. Pervier 
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Picture 49 •. Old Stable 
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Quigley's old Stable which was torn down in:l920. 
For Years it was a Wilton Landmark. 
The War Memorial now stands in:tits Place •. 
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Churches and Clergymen 
Baptist--Neil Howard 
Catholic--Eugene A •. Murphy 
Congregational--Larry Huntley 
Episcopal--Harold W •. Holder 
Unitarian--Ralp~ ,E •. Kyper 
Cleaners and Dyers 
Esquire 5l.eaners 
Armand Surien 
Clothing Dealers 
Men's and Boy's--Putnam's Men's Wear 
Confectionery 
Maude Adams 
Norman Wells 
Italo Vanni 
Contractors (Building-General) 
Ralph Gray 
Fred E •. Tuttle 
Roger Tuttle 
Dentists 
Arthur D •. Elkins 
Earl D •. Roy 
Druggists Sundries 
Norman Wells 
Electrical Contractors 
William W •. Adrian 
Arthur C •. Atwood 
James West 
Engineers 
Civil--Charles S •. Gleim 
Mechanical--Roy w •. Smith 
Fuel Dealers 
Draper Fuel Company 
Edward LaCasse 
Leo Soucy 
Funeral Director 
Fred C •. Nelson 
Gift Shop 
Mildred's 
·····-~-~1.· 
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Grocers 
Jack Beaver 
Lowell Caswell 
John W. Cowie (West Wilton) 
First National Stores, Inca 
Porter's Cash Market 
Stanton and Sons 
A~ .L •. Vanderheyden (Pine Valley) 
Hardware Dealer 
· Joslin Hardware Collipany 
Homes and Asylums 
Grace J • . Curtis Rest Home 
Ludgate Hall Rest Home 
,. 
Hotel 
Fountain House 
Ice Cream Freezers 
E •. B •. Frye and Sons 
Insurance Agents 
David J. Barry Agency 
H •. D •. Cheever Agency, Inc •. 
Jewelers 
Duncan L. Tocher 
Lawyers 
Harold D •. Cheever 
Charles B •. Sullivan 
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Library 
Gregg Free (Wilton Public Library) 
Lumber 
WiltonLumber Company 
Lumber (Saw Mills) . 
Novat Bergeron 
Victor Tuttle 
Machinery Manufacturers (Textile) 
Abbott Machine Company, Inc. 
Clinton Engineering Company 
News Dealers 
Norman Wells 
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Picture 50. Wilton National Bank 
Picture Sl •. Cheever, Sullivan, and Proctor, Insurance 
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Newspapers 
Wilton Journal 
Oil Burners and Oil Equipment 
Robert Macintosh 
Carl Stimson 
Wilton Plumbing and Heating Corporation 
Painters and Decorators 
The Color Shop 
Anthony E •. LaPonsee 
Leroy c •. Robbins 
Physicians and Surgeons (Doctors) 
Ra~mond P. Galloway 
Edward Sheris 
Plumbers 
Robert Macintosh 
Wilton Plumbing and Heating Corporation 
Poultry Breeders 
0 •.. J. ,Fiske and Son 
Radio and Television Sets 
Fred Gleim 
Ed Heath 
Real Estate Brokers 
David J. Barry 
Mary Crandall 
Marion Nimitz 
Restaurants 
Fountain House 
Mac's Restaurant 
Mildred's 
Snack Bar 
Well's Restaurant 
Wilton Diner 
Schools and Colleges 
High Mowing School 
Wilton High School 
Sheet Metal Workers 
Carl K. Stimson 
Wilton Pressed Metals, Inc. 
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Picture 52 •. H1gb Mowing School 
Crisafulli 
Sign Painters and Manufacturers 
Carl Nelson 
Lester Yohe 
Theatres 
Town Hall Theatre 
Trucking 
Vernon Edwards 
Charles O'Hara 
Southwestern New Hem,pshire Transportation Company,. Inc •. 
Clarence E •. Weston 
Upholsterers 
Harold Kennedy 
Water Supply Company, 
Wilton Water Works 
Wood Products--Manufacturers 
E •. B •. Frye & ·sons 
David Whiting & Son, Inc •. 
Woolen Goods 
Wilton Top Company 
Worsted Merino and Mohair Goods 
Abbott Worsted Mills, Inc •. 
Yarns--Manufacturers 
Abbott Machine Spinning Company 
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FACTS OF INTEREST 
Boys and girls, did you know that: 
The first stove in Wilton was used in 1815? 
~'"'7 ··) 
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The pony-express rider carried the news as well as the 
mail? As he rode through a town he would shout out the news to 
those near enough to hear him •. 
In 1883 the Wilton Fire Department had about 2000 feet of 
hose? Today they have 7000 feet •. In 1905 there were 48 
hydrants; today there are sixty five •. 
Part of Whiting Hill Road used to be called "Piggery Hilln? 
There was a piggery near the field where the winter carnivals 
used to be held •. 
On Abbot Hill there are the remains of a sheep pen? Made 
from heavy loge, the sheep were herded into it at night to 
protect them from wolves •. 
If a fire is too far from the nearest water supply for one 
truck's hose )o reach it, then it is pumped from the water hole 
or river to a truck, from this truck to another, and so on 
until it reaches the fire? This was the same way the old hand 
tubs used to work. Except for the 41fference in machines, we 
still fight some fires in 1956 the same way the old time fire-
men did ... 
There is an old atone pen on Lealie N •. Center' a land on ;; 
j: 
'l 
:Pead Hill? In the early days this was used to keep wandering jl 
II cattle safe from wild animals. On the land of Mra •. Francis J •. j 
Moors_ in Wilton Center can be seen the remains of' the old town 
pound., This was built in 17.13 for keeping stray animals. It, 
was 30 feet long and 30 f'eet.wide with walls six feet high •. 
The walls were four feet thick at the bottom, one foot at the 
,,, 
I 
top, and had an eight inch square timber on top •. There was. only/ 
one gate •. 
The town shed on upper Forest street was built in 1906 as 
a town store house? The weight of 12 inches of heavy wet, snow 
on April 8,. 1956, made it collapse •. 
The first chaise (light twowwheeled carriage) in Wilton 
was in 1770? 
The first one-horse wagon was in 1812? 
The first_ large sleigh was in 1777? This held ten to 
twelve persons and took the place of sleds for carrying families 
to meeting •. 
Wrestling and shooting matches were held here until 1815? 
Deer were shot in Wilton village as late as 1777; bears and 
wolves as late as 1787; and wild turkeys until 1797? Salmon 
were_ caught in the Souhegan Ri v.er up to 1773. . There were two 
moose killed in town before 1839 •. Abiel Abbot, one of Wilton's 
early settlers, was once treed by a bear •. His small dog 
bothered the bear by barking at him and the bear finally 
used to be a foot bridge, a swinging bridge, 
left •. /! 
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Picture 53 •. Stone Pen 
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Used in Olden Times to Keep Wandering 
Cattle Safe from Wild Animals 
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Picture 54 •. New Town Barn 
Built in 1956 
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" o~-1~:~~"~~uheg...:-~~~:r fr~m the ~::~: Worsted Mill to Main Street? 
Wilton village was first called East Village, then East. 
Wilton, Wilton village, .and finally just. Wilton? Before 1800 
Wilton Center was called Middletown." 
There were two slaves in Wilton in 1775? 
Wilton had 119 men in the Civil War? 
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A pump on one of today 1 a fire trucks can empty a well full \1 
I of water in three to five minutes? That is why a water hole is 
better than a. well, no matter how good the well is. 
The first bridge over the Souhegan River was one at the 
Intervale built in 1760 by Henry Parker? It was made of wood. 
Stone abutments were put in about 1793 •. 
What is believed to have been the first church in Wilton 
was built of logs at Wilton Center not far·· from where the 
Unitarian church now stands? 
Wiltonts Winter Carnivals were held from 1926 to 1936? 
I~ 
lj 
I 
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The toboggan chute, one quarter mile long, passed through three 
towns, Wilton1 Milford, and Lyndeborough. In February, 1936, I 
over 7500 people came to the two-day carnival. Snow trains from 1 
I 
Boston and Worcester brought over 2000 people •. The Governor of 
New Hampshire, Hon •. H •. Styles Bridges, now United States Senator 1 
1
with his family were the guests of the town •. 
Names have changed since olden times? Think of the names 
of your friends and see if they have names like any of the ea.rlyjj 
!I 
il 
settlers, such as these: Abiel, Abijah, Abner, Achsah, II 
j! 
i! Archelaus, Artemas, Asa, :earachias, Ebenezer, Eliphalet, Ephraim:~ 
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Picture 55 •. At· the Carni~al 
A Big Crowd at one of the old 
Wilton Carnivals 
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Picture 56. -Wilton's Toboggan Chute 
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One Quarter Mile Long, it Passed Through 
three Towns, Wilton, Milford, and Lyndeborou-gh 
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., . . :.:_::-;: .=:::=::::..:-.:~~-:..:.:_ li II Jeremiah, Joshua, Melcisedek,, Moses, Nurse,, Solomon,, Uriah, and 
I z-ela. 
I The first man to die in Wilton was John Badger in February,, 
1740? He was buried in a hollowed out tree.-
Anna Dale,. Daughter of one of Wilton's first settlers, John.: 
; ~
!Dale, taught the first,school in town? 
11 The first mill in Wilton was the grist mill at Barnes' 
I 
!Falls, and was built before 1775? 
The year 1814 saw the first. cotton and woolen factory in 
1 Wilton? 
in 1839 there w.ere 24 houses in Wilton village and four in 
Pine Valley? In 1889,, 50 years later, there were 156 houses in 
the village and 30 in Pine Valley. 
An oak on the Wilton Common served as the whipping-post in 
1771? A,man who had stolen clothes which had been hung out to 
dry was whipped until his screams were heard aaross the valley 
a mile away •. 
Wilton's two greatest floods were in 1869 and 1936? 
The Masonic Temple, built in 1898,. was the gift of David 
A •. Gregg? 
Wilton's first reservoir was built in 1905; the second in 
The 11 dummy 11 was placed in the Main street around 19l6 
because the cars were going too fast around the corner? 
' 
li 
,j 
li 
ii 
ii 
il 
I 
li 
March, 1956, probably saw the most snow since the Blizzard j\ 
of '88? Blizzards on March 16, 19, and 24, with more snow on ii 
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Picture 57 •. Wilton Police Cruiser 
Wilton's First Police Cruiser, Showing Chief 
Drayton;. left, and Officer Keilig, right 
Picture 58 •. Part of the New Highway 
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16arch 30 and April 8 gave about 55 inches, or almost five feet, 
llof' snow •. 
I 
I Wilton bought its first police cruiser in 1955? 
The first Sunday school was held in May, 1816? It was 
called the Sabbath school and was believed to have been the 
first in America. 
David A •. Gregg was born in New Boston on March 22, 1840? 
e went to school, had his home and a small business there until :; 
f! 
e moved to Bennington •. In 1871 Mr •• Gregg opened a flour, grain~! 
business in Wilton.. While here he held several i! jj 
own of'f'ioes •. In 1874 he went from Wilton to the state legisla.-li 
ure •. By 1879 he and his father started a sash, door, and blind 11 
II ' usiness in Nashua •. This grew very fast and soon· there were 
any men working for the Greggs •. David A •. Gregg kept his beau- I 
iful summer home in Wilton •. T.he Masonio Temple in 1898 and the 
regg Free Library in 1908 were two of his lasting ~ifts to the 
eople of the town of Wilton •. The Nashua business is still in 
family today •. 
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Picture 59 • . Masonic Temple 
Gift of David A •. Gregg, 1898 
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CHAPTER VII 
WILTON •-s BIRTHDAY PARTIES 
lOOth Birthday Party 
September 25,. 1839,. saw the people of Wilton celebrate the 
town's lOOth birthday at the Cbmmon in Wilton Center •. A fancy 
flag held in an evergreen wreath was flying between the two 
I I! churches •. On the flag were the numbers 11 l739n and ul839.!' At:, 
ltenco' clock a parade was formed at the Brick Hall and marched to 
the old meetinghouse for the program •. A band provided the music 
a choir did the singing, and the Miller Guards presented some I 
fine marching for the group•. There were many speakers during 
the day and Mr •. Joseph Newell provided a dinner for 500 persons. I 
The program ended at sunset_but many groups of people stayed 
later than that, talking~bout old times. 
150th Birthday Party 
I 
On September 12, 1889, Wilton was 150 years old. Rain was I 
expected but except for a shower in the morning the day re-
lmained only cloudy •. However, the spirit of the people made up 
I 
lfor the dark day •. I 
i At.nine o'clock in the morning all the school and church 
I 
parade, which formed in the Railroad 
II 
I 
I 
II 
'· II ,, 
li 
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i1 l
1bells rang to start the 
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I! 
Square •. There were over 50 people, groups of people, or floats 
1
entered in the parade· •. Many of them were horses, buggies, and 
I 
carriages such as the following; the old Excelsior;- Mr •. &'·Mrs •. 
'
Jacob PUtnam in their one•horse chaise; Low and Rewell's mop 
business; Bales and Putnam,. blacksmiths; D •. Whiting and Sons, 
grain, feed, milk, and butter; Levi Putnam, with a load of 25 
i ~
i: ,, 
'I h 
" 
trunks;· C~. A~, Burtt and A •. E •. Swallow, coopers,, making barrels; \! · 
I 
F •. M •. Lund, boot a and shoes;· and, many other stores,. businesses, lj 
and people in town in their own carriages and buggies.. The I 
~parade traveled all over town: down Main street, up Russell 
Street,, up Maple and Forest Streets, turning around at PUtnam's 
Mill, down Forest Street, past.Whiting's Mill, up Highland 
Street (now Burns Hill),. turning around at the Gregg house (now 
the Fountain House),, then back to the Wilton Hotel. 
At 10:30 the program bega~ in the town house, which was 
only four years old at that time •. The hall was beautifully 
I decorated with the numbers 111739-188911 near the center of the 
: 
stageo. Even the gas jets were decorated so they would not be 
seen. , Flowers, flags, evergreen, and strips of paper in gay 
colors filled the hall •. The morning program was made up of 
speeches •. At noon about 600 people had a baked bean dinner 
served in the lower hall and in the Unitarian church •. 
The afternoon program was again held in the town ho~se •. 
There were some speeches, music by the Wilton Brass Band, and 
singing by a men's quartet •. 
In the evening some fine music was presented by three 
79 
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1' artists from 
them •. 
Boston •. The hall was filled with people to hear 
I There are very few people in Wilton today who took part in 
I , 
the 1889 celebration. Mr •. Warren E •. Foster,. Miss Lucy Blanchard; 
land Mrs •. Fanny Whiting are three •. 
I 
II 
ll 
ji 200th Birthday Party 
i 
I 
I 
II 
Wilton' s 200th birthday was held from August 28th to Sept... l1 
Jember 3rd, 1939 •. During this week thousands of people saw 
I 
lparades, games, dancing, and other things of interest •. 
Monday, August 28th, saw a big children's parade •. Most of 
ithe children in Wilton took_part in this parade •. 
I At. the "F:).at" on Wednesday'" August 30th, games were played, 
lboth old and new •. 
Friday night, September let, the 200th birthday dance was 
I 
·j 
I 
I held at. the high school •. There ~as a grand march with everyone I 
in the hall taking part. •. The people danced t.o olden time dance11 
. as well as to newer ones •. Some were dressed in clothes like I' 
1
1 . 1
1
1. 
/ those worn by the earl~ settlers. 
I Saturday, September 2nd, was the big day •. The grand anni-11 
versary parade started from Main Street at 10 in the morning.. 11 
I Over 40 floats were entered in the parade, which was seen by II 
I around 5,000 peoj:>le •. Some of the floats were: log cabin on 11 
I 
II 
wheels; yoke of oxen; settlers standing near a fire in front of jl 
i! 
,,. their cabin; Greenfield stagecoach; covered wagon; soldiers li 
I il 
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il L bghti~:-~~ -W~-r~~- ~a;--;;-~~~; Indi-~~: --~~ere were Indians .. 
llwandering along the stree'4s of Wilton throughout the whole week •. · 
!There were many· floats by different stores and businesses of ii 
!wilton •. Three bands provided the music for this parade, the li 
il I J; 
!biggest ever to be seen in Wilton.. j\ 
I 1!,1 1 A pageant was held that afternoon on the Gregg land in I II Wilt_on Center •. It showed the growth of Wilton from the days of 11 
!the Indians to 1939 •. Some of the things shown were: The !I 
I
I 11 
Indians; how John Badger died and was buried; the first meeting--11 
I house; Miss Dal~' s school; the meetinghouse accident of 1773; II 
1old singing school; Wilton's part in the wars; coming of the I 
!railroad, even with a real old time engine being shown on the I 
lstage; and, businesses in Wilton, both past and vesent.- II 
j To close Wilton 1 s week long birthday party, a sunset ser- I' 
1)vice was held at Pe.ad. • s Hill on Sunday, September 3rd •. Dr.- I 
/!charles G •. Abbott.and Prof •. S •. Archibald Smith were the speakers, 
I' Judge Har~ld D., Cheever read. the greetings sent from Wilton, 
· England to Wilton, New Hampshire, on its 200th birthday •. 
1
1 
Wilton's next birthday party will be its 250th, in early 
September, 1989 •. Perhaps many of you boys and girls reading 
I 
this story will be here at.that time. Wilton is getting to be 
an old town with a very interesting history isn't it? ;quite 
II 
I 
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I 
I DESCRIPTION OF VOCABULARY 
ii 
ii 
ll i! 
.I I, 
il I' i 
I 
The vocabulary used in this thesis has, insofar as possible! 
I been limited to the Scott,Foresman Combined Word List For The ~~ 
I 
j, New Basic Readers Through More Streets and ~oads 3/2 •. However, I 
11 When writing a local history there are many new words and 1 
11 prop~r nouns that. are relevant to the local situation and must. I 
li 
11 be used to assure clarity and meaning to the child.. These have 
d 
'I been broken down alphabetically by chapters into two lists, new 
I 
!words and new proper nouns •. 
I The following pertains to the vocabulary and is quoted 
jJ directly from Scott, Foresman 1 s New More Streets and Roads, Bookj 
l3/2; "The following forms of known words are not counted as j 
'new: possessives and inflected forms in which the endings s, 
I es, d, ed, ing, n, en,. er, or est are added or dropped; derived 
1lforms· in which the prefix un- or the suffixes -en, -ful, -ish, 
1-y, -ly, or -er of agent are added or dropped; inflected or j! 
l I ~ 
i derived forms in which the final consonant is doubled, the finalji 
I
I e is dropped, or y is changed to i before a known ending or ~~~ 
I
I suffix •. Contractions in which no more than two letters are I 
' II I omitted and compounds of known words are not counted as new.. 11 
J Letters representing sounds that are not words are not counted •. // 
II Also homographs are not counted as separate words; for example, jj 
===~- --- - - -- . -- ___ _lj_ __ -=-=-:..-=. 
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if charge meaning 11 to ask a price" has been introduced, charge 
meaning "to rush at 11 ·or 11 attack" ·is not counted ES a separate 
word •. Proper names that. are visual combinations of known word 
forms, for example, Jackman, are not counted.'! 
Chapter I, Introduction, has not been included in vocabular 
content because this is intended for thesis format. and not for 
the children. The section on Wilton Businesses Today,, Chapte:r 
IV,, pages 66-70, is not included either because this is quoted 
directly from the 1955 New Hampshire State Year-Book •. 
.New Words, Chapter: II 
acres,. P• -5 
almanac, P• .5 
ammunition, P• .9 
attacking, P• .7 
beam, p •. lO 
bullets, P• .8 
churches, p •. 4 
clay, P• .4 
county, P•·5 
crooked, P• .7 
destroyed, p •. ll 
divided,- p •. 5 
fort, P• · 8 
frame, P• .10 
garrison, p •. 8 
_jL_ 
,, 
:j 
II ll il 
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I 
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II 
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11 
,I 
li 
ii 
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II 
I 
li.ghtning-bolt, p •. 11 
p:tl'!lneers, P•·5 
salmon,, p •. 4 
scalped,, P• .8 
services, p •. 9 
shares, p •. 6 
shoot, f>· .8 
souheganoe, p •. 7 
souldiers, p •. 8 
susheke, p •. 7 
tomahawked, p •. 8 
tortured, p •. 8 
war-whoops, p •. 8 
New Words, Chapter III 
brook, p ... 18 
bulldozers, p •. 15 
cider, p •. 14 
doughnuts, p •. 14 
husking, p. , 14 
important, p •. 14 
inside, p. 15 
lanterns, p ... 14 
melted, p •. 15 
minister, p •. 17 
molds,, p. -15 
pitchforks, p. 14 
i: ,, 
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power, p •. 15 
square, p •. 18 
tithing-man, p. 14 
trout, p. 18 
wax, p •. 18 
New Words, Chapter IV 
activity, p •. 40 
arithmetic, P• .47 
assistants, p•-34 
auditorium, p •. 48 
banquet, p., 38 
blizzard·, p •. 26 
bolted, p ... 47 
boom, p •. 40 
bound, P• .35 
bucket brigade, p •. 29 
capital, P• .27 
carnival, p. ,46 
carriages, p •. 24 
cheaper, p. 39 
chugging,. p •. 40 
compressor, P• 33 
corduroy, p •. 24 
crops, p •. 45 
damaged, p. -36 
., 
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drafty 1 p •. 46 
elementary, p •. 48 
example, p •. 26 
exercises, p •. 38 
force, p •. 30 
freight 1 p. 41 
freezing, p •. 31 
further, P• .43 
gas, p •. 33 
granite, p. -37 
gravestone. 36 
growth, p •. 21 
hand-hubs,, p •. 29 
history, p. -39 
hose, p •. 30 
hotel, p •. 29 
hydrants, p •. 30 
inventor,- p •. 28 
lawn, i). 30 
length, p •. 27 
librarian, p •. 35 
library, p •. 21 
list, P•. 36 
located, p •. 36 
lumber, p •. 33 
ma 'am, p 47 •• 
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magazines, p •. 35 
mail, p •.. 21 
mask,. p •. 33 
materials, pl~25 
metal, p •. 37 
monster, p •. 40 
newspapers, p •. 21 
oil, p •. 33 
orchards, p •. 44 
ox,, p •. 25 
pipe, p •. 30 
pony express, p •. 21 
pouch, p •. 21 
problems, p.,31 
public, p. ;;4 
pump, p •. 30 
railroad, p •. 22 
reference, p •. 35 
representative, p. 27 
reservoir, p •. 31 
rifle, p.,36 
route,, p •. 21 
rural, p •. 23 
saddle, p. -21 
selectmen, p •. 37 
senators,- p •. 27 
I' 
r 
I! 
station, P•. 23 
steam, p •. 32 
study, p •. 31 
supply, p •. 30 
tanks, p. -33 
tax collector, p. -38 
terminal, p •. 41 
treasurer, p •. 38 
voted, P•. 35 
woodshed, p •. 42 
wrecking, p •. 43 
yoke, p. 26 
'New Words, Chapter V 
base,: p •. 55 
blacksmith, p. -51 
bottles, p •. 59 
businesses, p •. 50 
canal, p •. 61 
carding, P•. 63 
carpets, p. 62 
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coke, p •. 60 
combed, p. 63 
construction, p •. 58 
cradles, P• -52 
curbing, p •. 56 
daily, p. 58 
dairy, p •. 58 
dam, p •. 51 
dyes, P• .63 
electronic,. p •. 61 . 
entirely, p •. 55 
equipment, p •. 64 
factory, p •. 51 
former, p •. 56 
foundation, p •. 55 
gallons, p •• 54 
government, pl .. 57 
grain, p •. 60 
granite, p •. 55 
hoops, p •. 52 
hurricane, p •. 56 
inter-line carriers, p •. 65 
jobbers, P•. 61 
jugs, p •. 59 
kiln, p •. 57 
leased,, P•. 58 
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ledge, p •. 55 li 
less, p •. 61 
machinery, p •. 50 il 
map, P• ·53 
measures, p •. 52 
mill, p. 52 
mules, p •. 55 
pasteurize, p •. 59 
pitchers, p •. 59 
platform, p •. 58 
pressing, p •. 58 
products, p •. 50 
provided, p •. 54 
quality, p •. 63 
raw, p. 62 
regular, p •. 58 
resin, p •. 58 
rough, p •. 56 
season, P•. 56 
separate,, p •. 60 
seven, p •. 62 
shipped,; p •. 55 
shooks, p •. 60 
spike team, p •. 52 
toilet, p •. 58 
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, transfer, p •. 64 i 
II trays, P•. 52 I 
I 
veneer, p •. 53 
walnut, p •. 52 
weaving, P•. 63 
western, p •. 52 
wheelbarrows, p •. 52 
woolen, p •. 62 
yarns,. p •. 62 
New Words,_ Chapter VI 
abutments, p •. 74 
blind, p •. 76 
carnivals, p •. 72 
chaise, p •. 73 
chute, p •. 74 
collapse, p •. 73 
cotton, P• · 75 
cruiser, ,'P•. 76 
dummy, P•. 75 
grist, p. -75 
hollowed, p •. 75 
moose, p •. 73 
piggery, p •. 72 
sash, P•. 76 
shooting, p •. 73 
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/! !i il slaves, p •. 74 j, 
I' stray;. P•. 73 l! 
11 toboggan, p •. 74 1: 
'I !; 
1
11
1 turkeys, p. 73 !: 
I" 
1: 
1 whipping-post; p •. 75 ~~ 
I 
wrestling, p •. 73 !I 
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New Words, Chapter VII 
anniversary, p. 80 
artists, p •. 80 
buggies, p. ,79 
celebrate, p •. 78 
choir, p •. 78 
cloudy, p •. 78 
decorated, p. -79 
floats, P• . 79 
mop, p 79 
pageant, p •. 81 
quartet, p •. 79 
shower, p. 78 
speeches, p. 79 
wreath, P• . 78 
1New Proper Nouns, Chapter II 
I 
I II Bible, p •. 5 
I' ,I British, p •. 6 
il 
11 Captain Bradford, p •. 10 
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! Governor of the State of New Hampshire, p •. 5 !J 
1
1l ij Jacob Putnam, p •. 4 I! 
I John Badger, p. 4 li I !I i John Dale, p •. 4 1: 
! !I 
I Lyndeborough, p •. 8 !i II !i I Merrimack, p. , 9 11 
I 
I 
,, 
II 
Milford, p •. 8 ·I II 
Nashua, p •. 9 II 
Pawtuckets, p •. 7 ll 
II Pennacooks, p •. 7 
Peterborough, p •. 6 
Pine Valley, p •. 4 
Portsmouth, p •. 9 
Salem-Canada,, p. 5 
Salem, Massachusetts,, p •. 4 
September, p. 10 
Souhegan River, p •. 4 
Temple, p •. 6 
Wilton, p •. 4 
Wiltshire, England, p •. 5 
New Proper Nouns, Chapter III 
Barnes Falls, p •. 18 
Garwin Falls, p •. 18 
Sunday, p •. 13 
il li 
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Alco, p., 32 
Ainherst, p •. 22 
April, p •. 31 
Badgers, p •. 44 
Boston, p •. 39 
California, p •. 24 
Carmi No. 2, p •. 29 
Citizens' Hall, p •. 37 
Civil War, p •. 41 
Concord, P• . 27 
David A •. Gregg, p •. 35 
Davisville, p •. 42 
December, p •. 23 
Democrat Wagon,. p ... 36 
Depot Hall, p •. 37 
Draper Fuel Company, p •. 33 
East, P•, 39 
Excelsior No •. l, p •. 29 
February, p •. 43 
Flying Squadron,. p •. 32 
French Village, p •. 30 
George A •. Newell, p •. 35 
Girl Scouts, p •. 36 
Grange Hall, p •. 37 
Greenfield, p •. 22 
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Harvey A~ Whiting, p •. 30 
Hillsborough Mills, p •. 27 
Intervale, p •. 25 
Island, p. -36 · 
January, p •. 39 
Jones, p. 26 
June, P•, 45 
Keene,; p. 21 
Killam, P• , 36 
Lowell, p •. 41 
Louis Baldwin, p •. 44 
Medical Clinic, p •. 43 
Memorial Day, p •. 38 
Model T •. Ford, p •. 23 
Mr. -and Mrs .EJit1il;>Ring, P•- 33 
National, p. 36 
New Ipswich, p •. 47 
Parker Tannery, p •. 39 
Peach Express, p •. 43 
Products, Inc.~ p •. 41 
R •. F •. D.,. P• ;23 
Russell Beebe, p •. 42 
Samuel L-. Abbott's, p., 30 -
Southwestern New Hampshire Transportation Company, p •. 45 
United States,-. p.- 22 
West, p. -36 
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Argentina, p •. 62 
Asa, p •. 50 
Association,. p •. 56 
Australia, p •. 63 
Borden, p •. 59 
Brazil, p •. 62 
Burton Pond, p •. 53 
Canada, p •. 62 
Cape Horn, p •. 53 
Chaffee,. p •. 60 
Charles, p •. 55 
Cheshire, p •. 64 
Chile,. p. ~62 
Colombia, p., 62 
Connecticut, p •. 64 
C •. Randolph Myer,, p. -60 
Cuba, p •. 62 
Danforth's Corner, p •. 52 
Daniel Cragin, p. 52 
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David Kenney, p. -52 
DeCamp, p •. 61 
Dr. Edmund Frye, p. 54 
E. B •. Frye and Son, p •. 52 
Edward J. ,_ p •. 62 
El Salvador, p •. 62 
England, p •. 62 
France, p •. 62 
Fryeburg, Maine, p •. 6o 
Guatamala, p., 62 
Haiti, p •. 62 
Hesselton Quarry, p •. 55 
Holland, p •. 62 
Howard, p •. 62 
Isaac, p •. 59 
Italy, p •. 62 
Jamaica, p •. 62 
J •. Elmer Draper, p •. 6o 
Joel, p •. 55 
Joseph, p •. 51 
LeRoy Robbins, p •. 64 
Levi and Hervey PUtnam, p •. 54 
Manchester, p.o60 
Mexico, p •. 62 
Mont Vernon, p •. 50 
New York, p., 59 
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Oxford, p •. 60 
Panama Canal, p •. 53 
Peru, p. 62 
Philadelphia, p •. 62 
Philliping Islands, p •. 62 
Ponemah, p. , 52 
Portugal, p •.. 62 
Proctor, p •. 64 
Puerto Rico, p •. 62 
Rhode Island, p •. 64 
Robertson, p •. 64 
Sewall Putnam, p •.. 53 
South America, p •. 53 
Stockwell Brook,, p •. 51 
Texas, P•. 65 
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'l Turkey, p. ~62 
!I !I Union of South Africa, p •. 62 
!I !I Uruguay, p •. 62 
11 Venezuela, p •. 62 
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II Wirthmore Feeds, p •. 6o 
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Abiel Abbott, p. -73 
Abijah, p •. 74 
Abner, p. 74 
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A'cheah,, P•. 74 
Anna Dale, P•. 75 
Archelaus, p •. 74 
Artemas, p •. 74 
Asa, P•. 74 
Barachias, p •. 74 
Benningto~, p •. 76 
Common, p. -75 
Ebenezer, p. -74 
Francis J •. Moors,; p., 73 
Henry Parker, p. -74 
Hon •. H •. Styles Bridges, p •. 74 
Jeremiah, p. 75 
Joshua, P. -75 
Leslie N •. Center's, p •. 73 
Masonic Temple, P•·75 
Melcisedek, p •. 75 
Moses, p. -75 
Nurss, P•. 75 
Pead Hill, p •. 73 
Sabbath, p •. 76 
Solomon, p •. 75 
Unitarian, p •. 74 
Uriah,, p •. 75 
Zela, p •. 75 
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